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Abstract

The ability to accurately determine soil water content (soil moisture) over large areas of the

Earth’s surface has potential implications in meteorology, hydrology, water and natural hazards

management. The advent of space-based microwave sensors, found to be sensitive to surface

soil moisture, has allowed for long-term studies of soil moisture dynamics at the global scale.

There are, however, areas where remote sensing of soil moisture is prone to errors because,

e.g., complex topography, surface water, dense vegetation, frozen soil or snow cover affect the

retrieval. This is particularly the case for the northern high latitudes, which is a region subject

to more rapid warming than the global mean and also is identified as an important region for

studying 21st century climate change.

Land surface models can help to close these observation gaps and provide high spatio-

temporal coverage of the variables of interest. Models are only approximations of the real

world and they can experience errors in, for example, their initialization and/or parameteriza-

tion. In the past 20 years the research field of land surface data assimilation has undergone

rapid developments, and it has provided a potential solution to the aforementioned problems.

Land surface data assimilation offers a compromise between model and observations, and by

minimization of their total errors it creates an analysis state which is superior to the model and

observation alone. This thesis focuses on the implementation of a land surface data assimila-

tion system, its applications and how to improve the separate elements that goes into such a

framework. My ultimate goal is to improve the representation of soil moisture over northern

high latitudes using land surface data assimilation.

In my three papers, I first show how soil moisture data assimilation can correct random

errors in the precipitation fields used to drive the land surface model. A result which indicates
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that a land surface model, driven by uncorrected precipitation, can have the same skill as a land

surface model driven by bias-corrected precipitation. I show that passive microwave remote

sensing can be utilized to monitor drought over regions of the world where this was thought

to be impractical. I do this by creating a novel drought index based on passive microwave

observations, and I validate the new index by comparing it with output from a land surface

data assimilation system. Finally, I address knowledge gaps in the modelling of microwave

emissions over northern high latitudes. In particular, I study the impact of neglecting multiple-

scattering terms from vegetation in the radiative transfer models of microwave emission.

My three papers show that: (i) land surface data assimilation can improve surface soil

moisture estimates at regional scales, (ii) passive microwave observations carries more in-

formation about the land surface over northern high latitudes than explored in the retrieval

processing chain and (iii) including multiple-scattering terms in microwave radiative transfer

models has the potential to increase the sensitivity for surface soil moisture below dense veg-

etation, and decrease biases between modelled and observed brightness temperature. In sum,

my three papers lay the foundation for a land data assimilation system applicable to monitor

the hydrological cycle over northern high latitudes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction



2 Introduction

1.1 Overview

The land surface is a crucial component in the Earth system, as mass and energy fluxes to and

from the land have an impact on the global water and energy cycles (Seneviratne et al., 2010;

Trenberth et al., 2009, 2007). The atmosphere reacts rapidly and in a chaotic way to changes

to the external forcing. While the land surface on the other hand, has a slower response. This

inherent memory in land surface variables, such as snow, soil moisture and vegetation, can

provide Earth system predictability at longer time-scales than the 10-day predictability limit in

standard numerical weather prediction (Koster et al., 2003; Orsolini et al., 2013). For example,

water stored as snow on land changes the land surface albedo, which in result can change large

scale atmospheric circulation patterns (Henderson et al., 2018). Better representation of soil

water content has been shown to increase the skill in the prediction of extreme events. As

an example, more realistic land surface model physics was seen as one of the main factors

for improving the predictability of the 2003 European heatwave (Weisheimer et al., 2011).

Furthermore, extremes in the terrestrial water cycle, such as floods and droughts have large

societal and economical impacts, which is exemplified by the billions of dollars spent annually

by the European Union on drought mitigation and recovery (Gerber and Mirzabaev, 2017).

Accurate forecasting and monitoring of the terrestrial water cycle components will help to

minimize the negative impacts of an extreme event. For instance, early drought warning could

allow farmers to sow their fields with crops that are more resilient against dry conditions.

The heterogeneity and complexity of the land surface makes it a difficult domain to both

model and observe. The dawn of the satellite era has made it viable to monitor the water cycle

and its different components from space (Balsamo et al., 2018; Sheffield et al., 2009). Satellites

provide near-real-time observations at global scale, something in situ measurements never will

do. Remote sensing sensors are, however, limited by inaccuracies in the instrumentation and

representativeness errors of the observations. Representativeness errors are, e.g., mismatch

in scale between the satellite observations and the model predictions. In addition, there are

spatio-temporal gaps in the satellite observations, which are caused by the satellite orbit and/or

the nature of the problem. It is, for example, not feasible to measure root-zone soil moisture

because of the limited penetration depth of current microwave satellite platforms. Land surface
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models allow us to close the spatio-temporal gaps in the observations, however as with all

models, land surface models have their limitations. These limitations can be everything from

errors in the parameterization of physical processes to errors in the atmospheric forcing.

Figure 1.1: Simple schematic of how land surface data assimilation works. Land surface mod-
els are combined with observations from satellite or in situ sensors using data assimilation,
the new updated state is then applied as initial conditions for a new prediction. (Blue) example
of prognostic variables that can be directly updated in offline land surface data assimilation,
(green) diagnostic variables are indirectly updated through the update of the prognostics vari-
ables. The red atmospheric variables could potentially be updated if the data assimilation
system is coupled with an atmospheric model. My three papers touch upon the implementation
of a land surface data assimilation system (Paper I), the application of a land surface data
assimilation system (Paper II) and remote sensing of soil moisture (Paper III).

Data assimilation (DA) offers a robust mathematical framework for combining informa-

tion from land surface models and observations (Lahoz and De Lannoy, 2014; Lahoz et al.,

2010; Reichle, 2008). As an example, given the vertical discretization of a land surface model

and the (co-)variances in soil moisture content between the layers, DA will transfer infor-

mation from the satellite derived surface soil moisture to the deeper layers of the model. In

this way, it is possible to exploit the spatio-temporal coverage of the land surface model and

at the same time correct model deficiencies with observational data. Numerous examples of

successful land surface DA studies are available, applying a variety of DA techniques and ob-

servations. One of the most commonly used techniques in land DA is the ensemble Kalman
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filter (EnKF) (Evensen, 1994). The EnKF updates prognostics variables on the fly and it is

characterized by an ensemble of models states, which represents the background error co-

variance. Satellite-based microwave and optical observations are frequently used in land sur-

face DA studies to update soil moisture (De Lannoy and Reichle, 2015; Lievens et al., 2017),

snow (Aalstad et al., 2018; De Lannoy et al., 2009) and streamflow (López López et al., 2016).

There are nevertheless challenges related to land surface DA. For example, the skill of the

analysis depends on how the model and observation errors are set, and how to represent the

system errors in a realistic way is not always trivial. The background error covariances are

particularly important, as they determine how to spread the observation information between

model variables and in the horizontal and vertical direction.

I will in this thesis explain the concepts of land surface data assimilation, and how I com-

bine information from land surface models and satellite observations to provide an improved

estimate of the variables of interest. Figure 1.1 presents an overview of the different compo-

nents of a land DA system and the main subjects of my three papers. Paper I focuses on data

assimilation methods, Paper II focuses on the application of land DA and passive microwave

remote sensing to study hydrometeorological extremes and Paper III focuses on remote sens-

ing of soil moisture. I will start with a short introduction on the role of soil moisture in the

Earth system in Section 2.1, I will then in Section 2.2 provide a background on how to mea-

sure soil moisture. In Section 2.3, I will give an introduction to land surface modelling, in

Section 2.4 I will explain the mathematical framework that is used to combine model and

observation data, and in Section 2.5 I will briefly explain the metrics I apply to monitor hy-

drometeorological extremes. After this general introduction, I will in Section 3 present the

objectives and motivation for my three papers. In Section 4, I will summarize my papers and

their main results. In Section 5, I will shortly discuss my results and potential future work. My

three papers are attached at the end of the thesis.



Chapter 2

Scientific Background
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2.1 Soil Moisture in the Earth System

Soil moisture (SM) is here defined as the volumetric water content in the soil, with units

m3m−3. SM is often separated into a surface and root-zone soil water content. Surface SM

can be indirectly observed from satellite platforms, while models or other tools have to be used

to give details about the water content in the deeper layers of the soil. In the Earth system, SM

controls the partitioning of incoming solar radiation into outgoing latent and sensible heat

fluxes (Seneviratne et al., 2010). Through this control on latent and sensible heat fluxes, SM

influences the terrestrial energy cycle (Trenberth et al., 2009). A moist soil will cool the

overlying air, because more of the incoming shortwave radiation is lost in the phase transition

of water (liquid water to water vapour) compared to a drier soil, where the sensible heating will

be larger. In this way, the SM influences the near surface air temperature. Figure 2.1 shows

the correlation between latent heat flux (LE) and 2m air temperature (T2m), and it is based

on 10 years of June, July and August monthly means, following the approach in (Jaeger et al.,

2009; Seneviratne et al., 2006). Negative/positive correlation indicates strong/weak coupling

between SM and air temperature. Areas with strong coupling are seen in the central United

States, savanna regions of Brazil, Sahel, southern Africa, the Mediterranean basin, India and

Australia. While weaker coupling is seen over, e.g., northern latitudes. The rationale behind

this coupling metric is that areas with strong SM control on LE and T2m will show a negative

correlation, because more of the incoming solar radiation goes to sensible heating. On the

other hand, areas with positive correlations point to strong atmospheric control on LE, and the

evaporation in these areas is energy limited.

In addition to the energy cycle, SM variations play a crucial role in the global carbon cycle,

as it determines water availability for plants (D’Odorico et al., 2010) and influences long-term

carbon uptake (Green et al., 2019). Extreme dry SM conditions, such as the 2003 heatwave,

was found to decrease plant productivity and survival, eventually causing the European conti-

nent to be a source of CO2 (Ciais et al., 2005; Granier et al., 2007).

Several studies have investigated the relationship between SM and precipitation (Koster

et al., 2004, 2003), and it is often hypothesized that dry SM anomalies lead to precipitation

deficit and vice versa. This positive feedback mechanism is explained by the SM control on
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Correlation(LE,T2m)

Figure 2.1: Pearson correlation coefficient between latent heat flux (LE) and 2m air tem-
perature (T2m) for June, July and August. Red/blue indicate strong/weak coupling. Negative
correlation means that the latent heat flux is water limited, while positive correlation means
that the latent heat flux is energy limited. The LE and T2m model data are extracted from the
Copernicus Climate Change Service: https: // climate. copernicus. eu/

partitioning of latent and sensible heat fluxes. Low precipitation can cause SM deficit, which

in turn will increase the sensible heat flux and thereby the atmospheric temperature. Increased

atmospheric temperature can change the planetary boundary layer and make the atmosphere

less prone to precipitating deep convection, which again results in a reinforcement of the low

precipitation (Berg et al., 2014; D’Odorico and Porporato, 2004). Precipitation sensitivity

to early spring SM anomalies has been seen in General Circulation Models (GCMs) over,

for example, the central United States (Koster et al., 2004, 2003). This large scale coupling

is seen as a source for improved skill in sub-seasonal to seasonal prediction, in particular

of near surface temperature (Koster et al., 2010, 2003). At shorter time-scales, Findell and

Eltahir (2003) show that wet SM anomalies trigger deep convection more frequent than dry

SM conditions, if the early morning atmosphere conditions are favourable.

Accurate initialization of SM is not only important for its potential control on long-term

atmosphere predictability. Soil moisture deficiency causes agricultural droughts, which have

large social and economic consequences (World Meteorological Organization, 2018). For the

northern high latitudes, climate change is projected to on average increase wintertime precip-
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itation (Greve et al., 2018), however, it is also projected to increase boreal summer aridity,

with the likely effect of prolonging droughts and make them set in quicker (Samaniego et al.,

2018; Trenberth et al., 2014). Thus, a way to monitor the terrestrial water cycle over northern

areas is much needed. Through its combination of observation and model data, land surface

data assimilation provides a comprehensive tool for monitoring and forecasting of SM ex-

tremes (Albergel et al., 2010, 2019, 2018; Luo and Wood, 2007).

I have highlighted the importance of accurate SM initialization, monitoring and forecasting

for several aspects of the Earth system dynamics. In short, SM has a direct or indirect impact

on: meteorology, hydrology, climate and biogeochemical cycles. I will in the next section

briefly introduce how SM can be measured, both from in situ sensors and by using satellite

remote sensing.
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2.2 Soil Moisture Observations

2.2.1 In Situ Soil Moisture Observations

In situ SM observations are mostly based on either gravimetric and/or indirect observa-

tions (Robinson et al., 2008). Gravimetric observations are based on measurements of soil

mass before and after drying (evaporating) all the liquid water in the soil. This is a time-

consuming and destructive method, since the measurements cannot be repeated. The method

is mostly used for calibration of indirect SM sensors. Indirect SM observations uses the di-

electric properties of the soil and water to infer the water content. This method is therefore not

destructive, however, as for the gravimetric method the spatial scale is limited to a point mea-

surement. The limited spatial scale and cost of installation prohibits large scale monitoring

of SM from in situ stations. Nevertheless, in situ SM observations are valuable for validation

of satellite derived and modelled SM. The International Soil Moisture Network (ISMN) pro-

vides a database for in situ SM networks, and it has been extensively applied for validation of

satellite derived and model derived SM (Dorigo et al., 2013, 2011).

2.2.2 Microwave Remote Sensing of Soil Moisture

Satellite remote sensing of surface SM can be done using either active or passive instruments.

Active instruments are based on radars or scatterometers, which illuminate the target and mea-

sure the amount of backscatter. Passive instruments, such as radiometers, are passively observ-

ing the electromagnetic radiation from the Earth’s surface. Radiation in the microwave spec-

tra, and in particular the X, C and L-band frequencies are sensitive to surface SM (Karthikeyan

et al., 2017). An advantage with microwave observations in these bands is that there is little

to no atmospheric attenuation, and the land surface can be measured through clouds and in the

night-time. While active instruments can provide information at high spatial resolution they

are also more sensitive to the surface roughness and vegetation water, and observations from

passive instruments are often considered to be more sensitive to SM (Entekhabi et al., 2010).

The rest of my thesis will therefore focus on passive microwave (PMW) observations.

Microwave observations are sensitive to SM because of the large difference in dielectric
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constant between water (∼ 80) and soil (∼ 4) (Njoku and Entekhabi, 1996). The microwave

emissivity of the land surface is therefore related to the water content in the soil. The observed

microwave brightness temperature (Tb) is proportional to the soil physical temperature, and

the constant of proportionality is the soil microwave emissivity, which is influenced by SM

variations (Karthikeyan et al., 2017; Wigneron et al., 2017). A wet soil has lower emissivity

than a dry soil (high emissivity). A microwave radiometer is therefore effectively observing

the dielectric constant of the soil - water medium. Soil water content is related to the dielec-

tric constant via dielectric mixing models (Dobson et al., 1985; Wang and Schmugge, 1980).

These models relate changes in dielectric constant of the soil - water medium to changes in

volumetric water content. The dielectric mixing models are often based on empirical studies

of in situ soil samples, thus assumptions have to be made about the mineral content of the soil

within the satellite footprint. The upwelling microwave emission is sensitive to the overlying

vegetation canopy and its vegetation water content (VWC). How this affects the microwave

signal is related to the vegetation optical depth (VOD or τ) and the single-scattering albedo

(ω). A zeroth-order radiative transfer model for microwave emission is the τ −ω model, and it

describes how the microwave signal interacts with the vegetation (Mo et al., 1982). The τ −ω

model has a central role in both SM retrieval algorithms and in the forward modelling of Tb.

Passive microwave remote sensing of surface SM and forward modelling of Tb are both active

research fields and has been for the last three to four decades (Karthikeyan et al., 2017; Njoku

and Entekhabi, 1996; Schmugge, 2002).

2.2.3 Forward Modelling of Microwave Brightness Temperature

Forward modelling of the microwave brightness temperature is applied in both land DA appli-

cations and SM retrievals. Direct assimilation of Tb is desirable, as it in theory will introduce

less errors in a land DA system (De Lannoy and Reichle, 2016). Less errors are introduced

because the use of auxiliary data, that are potentially inconsistent with those used in the DA

system, is avoided. For example, different inputs of land surface temperature, land cover and

soil texture in the retrieval and the modelling system will ultimately lead to SM biases between

the two datasets. In addition to biases caused by the use of different auxiliary data, there can
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Figure 2.2: Emission pathways for the zeroth-order τ −ω model. (a) Ground emission attenu-
ated by the vegetation, (b) vegetation emission reflected at the surface and (c) direct vegetation
emission. Figure from Feldman et al. (2018).

be biases because of limited knowledge of the problem at hand.

Even though PMW sensors are sensitive to surface SM, there are still limitations and chal-

lenges in the retrieval of SM from these platforms, see for example the review by Karthikeyan

et al. (2017). Over northern areas the high open water fraction, complex topography, dense

vegetation, soil freezing and snow cover make the SM retrieval difficult. The microwave emis-

sion from the soil is affected by the vegetation canopy, which can scatter and/or absorb the

microwave signal (Mo et al., 1982). It is therefore crucial to take these vegetation effects into

account when modelling the microwave emission from the land surface. In the original τ −ω

model the total upwelling brightness temperature and how it is affected by the vegetation can

be written as:

T b0th
p =

Canopy att.︷ ︸︸ ︷
γ(1− rp)Ts+

surf. att. refl. down. emiss.︷ ︸︸ ︷
γrp(1−ω)(1− γ)Tc+

upward veg. emission︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1−ω)(1− γ)Tc , (2.1)

where p is the polarization (either horizontal H or vertical V). The transmissivity of the mi-

crowave emission through the canopy is given by γ , rp is the rough surface reflectivity and

ω is the single-scattering albedo of the vegetation layer. Ts is the soil temperature and Tc is

the effective canopy temperature, see Fig. 2.2 for an illustration of the different terms. Failing

to address the scattering and absorption within the canopy could lead to a too low/high mod-

elled Tb signal, which consequently will lead to an overestimation/underestimation of SM and
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NILU MT-DCA Soil Moisture NILU MT-DCA VOD

a) b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Soil moisture retrieval from the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite
using the 9km enhanced product (Chan et al., 2018). Red/blue regions indicate low/high soil
moisture. (b) Same as (a) but for vegetation optical depth (VOD), blue/red regions indicate
low/high VOD. Retrieval from 3rd August 2017, descending overpass ∼ 06 UTC

thereby a wet/dry bias. Another source of bias is the water fraction within the satellite field of

view, the microwave emissions from water bodies could cause non-negligible overestimation

of SM and a resulting wet bias (Gouweleeuw et al., 2012; Loew, 2008). Research is ongo-

ing to address the sensitivity of SM under a dense vegetation canopy (Feldman et al., 2018;

Kurum, 2013; Kurum et al., 2012). In Paper III, I have added a first-order scattering term

following Feldman et al. (2018), and the updated τ −ω model can be written as:

T bTot
p = T b0th

p +T b1st
p . (2.2)

Where the first-order scattering term T b1st
p accounts for multiple-scattering effects within the

vegetation. This effectively means that the single-scattering term ω in the τ −ω model is split

into a zeroth (ω0) and a first (ω1) order scattering term.

2.2.4 Satellite Soil Moisture Retrieval

L-band radiometers are sensitive to SM in the top ∼ 5cm of the soil, and for very dry con-

ditions they are sensitive to SM in deeper layers (Kerr et al., 2012). Compared to the shorter
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wavelengths of the X and C-band the longer wavelength of the L-band allows it to penetrate

the vegetation canopy better. There are currently two satellite platforms dedicated to mea-

sure surface SM from space, and they both follow a sun-synchronous polar orbit with a revisit

time of ∼ 3 days at the Equator. First, there is the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS)

satellite from the European Space Agency (ESA) (Kerr et al., 2012). SMOS was launched in

November 2009, as an ESA Earth Explorer Mission. It is still functioning past its expected

lifetime and therefore provides a ten year data record of PMW observations in the L-band.

SMOS measures vertical and horizontal (V, H-polarization) brightness temperature at several

incidence angles. The capability to measure Tb at several incidence angles has an advantage

when retrieving more than one geophysical parameter from the observations. Although the

observations made at the different angles have mutual information, there is still enough inde-

pendent information to simultaneously retrieve, for example, SM and VOD (Fernandez-Moran

et al., 2017).

Second, there is the NASA equivalent to SMOS, which is the Soil Moisture Active Pas-

sive (SMAP) satellite (Entekhabi et al., 2010). It was launched in 2015, and it carries both an

L-band radiometer and a radar. However, the radar failed shortly after launch. SMAP mea-

sures Tb with both V and H-polarization, it is however limited to only measure Tb at one

constant incidence angle. This constraints the number of parameters feasible to robustly re-

trieve using SMAP, as the information in the V and H-polarizations are correlated (Konings

et al., 2015). Thus, for a single snapshot with two available polarizations the number of de-

grees of information is less than 2 (Konings et al., 2016). To retrieve both SM and VOD it is

therefore necessary to utilize more than one overpass, and assume that the VOD is constant be-

tween two consecutive overpasses (separated by three days) (Konings et al., 2017, 2016). The

Multi-Temporal Dual Channel Algorithm (MT-DCA) is a time-series approach which allows

for robust retrieval of SM, VOD and vegetation scattering terms from the SMAP observations.

An example is seen in Fig. 2.3, where I have simultaneously retrieved SM and VOD from the

SMAP enhanced product (Chan et al., 2018). In Fig. 2.3, there are regions in eastern Nor-

way, Sweden and Finland where the VOD is high (close to 0.8), which indicates that for this

overpass there is a substantial attenuation by the vegetation over the Nordic countries. The
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MT-DCA framework is advantageous as it permits for a retrieval of parameters without the

need of auxiliary data, such as VOD, which would have been the case in parameter estimation

through forward modelling of Tb.

It will be shown in Paper II and III that current state-of-the-art forward models and retrieval

methods show deficiencies over northern areas. In general, the PMW remote sensing commu-

nity suggest to study more in detail: (i) the selection of dielectric mixing models and their

parameterizations, (ii) how to resolve the physical meaning of parameters, such as roughness

constant and scattering albedo, and (iii) improved VOD retrieval to increase SM sensitivity in

densely vegetated regions (Karthikeyan et al., 2017). In this thesis, I directly address issue

number (ii) and (iii). I address point number (ii) by retrieving zeroth and first-order scattering

terms over northern high latitudes. I implement the τ −ω model, and I modify it follow-

ing Feldman et al. (2018), to allow for first-order scattering of the microwave signal in the

vegetation. I address point number (iii) by applying the first-order τ −ω model within the

MT-DCA framework.
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2.3 Land Surface Modelling

Land surface models (LSMs) span a wide range of application areas, for example, they act as

the lower boundary to the atmosphere over land in numerical weather prediction (NWP) and

climate models (de Rosnay et al., 2014). Most of the LSMs solve for the water and energy

budget, while equations for the carbon budget are included in some (Ek, 2018). Based on

the computation of these prognostic (time-dependent) variables the LSMs also solve for the

mass and energy fluxes to the atmosphere (diagnostic) variables. An advantage LSMs have

over satellite observations and observations in general, is that they can provide output at high

spatio-temporal resolution (Lahoz and De Lannoy, 2014).

The fundamentals of LSMs can described by the flux budget equations for the energy:

Rn = H +LE +G , (2.3)

and the water balance:

∆S = P−R−E . (2.4)

Here Rn is the net radiation, H is the sensible heat, LE is the latent heat and G is the heat

flux out or into the soil. For the water budget, ∆S is the change in land surface water and

includes soil moisture, ground water, snow and vegetation water. It is balanced by incoming

precipitation P, runoff R and evapotranspiration E. Thus, SM has an indirect control on runoff

and evapotranspiration. Furthermore, SM influences the heat fluxes to the atmosphere through

the L in LE, where L is the latent heat of vaporization or sublimation. There is a vast number

of available LSMs, and the basic underlying assumption in most of them are equations 2.3

and 2.4. How they solve the different physical processes is a different matter, and will not be

covered in detail here, see for example Ek (2018) and references therein for a more detailed

explanation of LSMs.

Since their infancy, LSMs have evolved and increased in complexity. Examples of de-

velopments are: (i) sub-grid variability, where the LSM is able to utilize auxiliary informa-

tion at a higher resolution than the original grid (Chaney et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2011),

(ii) transfer from simple bucket models to diffusion schemes (Boone et al., 2002; Noilhan
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and Mahfouf, 1996), and (iii) evolving vegetation (Calvet et al., 1998). A few examples of

LSMs are the Community Land Model (CLM) (Oleson et al., 2013), the Noah model (Ek,

2003), the Catchment LSM (Koster et al., 2000), the Variable Infiltration Capacity model

(VIC) (Liang et al., 1994), the Hydrological-Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchange

over Land (H-TESSEL) (Balsamo et al., 2008) and the Interaction between Soil-Biosphere-

Atmosphere diffusion (ISBA-DF) model in the SURFace EXternalisée (SURFEX) modelling

framework (Masson et al., 2013).

In my work, I use the SURFEX LSM which is a state-of-the-art land surface model, and

it has been extensively applied in other land DA studies (e.g., Albergel et al., 2019; Draper

et al., 2009). It is also applied by the Nordic Met offices in the Applications of Research to

Operations at Mesoscale (AROME) Meteorological Cooperation on Operational Numerical

Weather Prediction (MetCoOp) system (Müller et al., 2017). Thus, knowledge from this thesis

should be easy to transfer to their system for use in operational NWP over the Nordic region.

Despite the effort that goes into the development and calibration of LSMs, they still have

limitations. Examples are parameterizations of physical processes, failure to represent sub-grid

variability and the effect of errors in the atmospheric forcing (Lahoz and De Lannoy, 2014;

Maggioni et al., 2011). In addition to this, model parameters are often related to auxiliary data,

such as soil texture, land cover type and vegetation. Errors in these datasets will propagate into

the LSM and introduce errors in the modelling framework.

Studies show that combination of land surface models with satellite observations can cor-

rect for some of the aforementioned errors. For example, in Koster et al. (2018) the authors

show that by tuning a model parameter using SMAP observations they are able to improve the

model representation of water removal after a precipitation event (dry-down), when compared

to in situ SM stations. Such simple model calibration methods based on increases in the corre-

lation between observation and model data could work. However, this method neglects errors

in both the model and observations. Thus, there should be a smarter way to combine the satel-

lite observations with the land surface model, by for example, including their individual error

characteristics and use this information to minimize the total error of the system. This method

exists and it is referred to as data assimilation, and it will be detailed in the next chapter.
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2.4 Land Surface Data Assimilation

Data assimilation (DA) is a mathematical framework for combining information from obser-

vations with numerical models. If the errors of the numerical model and the observations are

known, DA can be used to minimize the total error of the system and estimate a new (analy-

sis) value of the state variables. Data assimilation is applied daily in NWP, and it is identified

as one of the reasons why todays 3-day forecast is as skillful as a 1-day forecast was less than

25 years ago (Lahoz et al., 2010). I will in this chapter focus on offline land surface DA of

satellite derived surface SM. An offline system means that the LSM and atmospheric model

are decoupled, thus there are no feedback between the two.

Land surface DA emerged 20 years ago, and there are two main reasons for the late bloom-

ing of this research field. First, most satellite missions were originally aimed at improving

NWP, thus there was a lack of satellites dedicated to monitor the land surface (Houser et al.,

2010). Second, the quality and complexity of land surface models started to improve, and they

could now be applied at regional to global scale. One of the first studies to assimilate satellite

derived surface SM observations at large scale were done by Reichle and Koster (2005). In

their study, the authors assimilated (using the EnKF) global SM retrievals from the Scanning

Multichannel Microwave Radiometer into the Catchment LSM. Other studies had until then fo-

cused on assimilation of screen level variables (Seuffert et al., 2003), field experiments (Crow

and Wood, 2003; Reichle et al., 2001) and system development (Walker and Houser, 2001).

After this, there have been numerous studies on land surface DA using sequential or variational

methods, see for example the review by De Lannoy et al. (2018).

Data assimilation combines observations of the land surface and/or atmosphere to improve

variables in the LSM (directly) or in the atmospheric model (indirectly). An example of this

is provided in Fig. 2.4, where the model forecast (a) is combined with the satellite observation

(b), to give the analyses increments seen in (d). The merging of model and observation data

can either be done by the optimization of a cost function (variational methods) or by recursive

update of the forecast state (sequential methods). Sequential methods in land DA are often

based on the extended Kalman Filter (EKF) or the ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF). The EKF

and EnKF differ in the way they approximate nonlinearities in the land surface model. The
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2.4: (a) Model forecast surface soil moisture from ISBA-DF, red/blue regions are
low/high soil moisture content. (b) Same as (a) but for SMAP observed SM. (c) The
Observation-minus-Forecast, blue/red regions indicate a wetter/drier SMAP observed SM. (d)
Analyses increments from the EnKF, blue/red regions indiacte where the analysis adds/removes
water from the soil. Date: 15th June 2016, 12 UTC.

EKF uses a linearized propagation of the error covariance, while the EnKF nonlinearly propa-

gates a finite sized ensemble forward in time. The EnKF is able to take into account errors in

the atmospheric forcing, something which is difficult in the EKF. The EnKF is in addition easy

to implement and it is flexible with regard to an increase in the number of state variables (Re-

ichle et al., 2002). In my thesis, I focus on ensemble methods and to ease the conceptualization

of the EnKF I write down its analysis equations:

xa
i = x f

i +K(y−Hx f
i ), (2.5)

where xa
i is the analysis for ensemble member i; x f

i is the forecast state vector; y is the vector

of observations and H linearly maps the state vector to observation space. The Kalman gain K

is given as:

K = B f HT (HB f HT +R)−1 (2.6)

in which R is the observation error-covariance matrix and B f is the forecast error-covariance
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Figure 2.5: Time-series (1st April 2016 - 31st December 2016) of daily averaged surface soil
moisture m3m−3, at the grid cell which contains the Ford Dry Lake in situ station in the United
States. The in situ observation is the black line, land surface model open loop is blue line,
EnOI of SMAP is green dashed line and the EnKF of SMAP is red. The mean simulated bias
between the observation and model runs are removed for the ease of comparison.

matrix. The EnKF allows for a flow-dependent estimate of the background errors. This comes

with an increase in the computational cost, since the model has to be run in an ensemble. In

offline DA the LSM is forced externally by prescribed atmospheric forcing. Because there are

no interactions between the atmosphere and the land surface in offline DA, and because the

land surface model is not chaotic, perturbations in the land surface variables will be damped

towards the original state quite fast. It is thus questionable whether ensemble methods (with

flow dependency) are superiour to variational or simpler Kalman filter methods in land surface

DA of SM (Fairbairn et al., 2015; Reichle et al., 2002). A promising alternative to the EnKF

is the ensemble Optimal Interpolation (EnOI) method (Counillon and Bertino, 2009; Evensen,

2003). The advantage of this method is that only one model run is needed. The analysis in

the EnOI is computed solving an equation similar to Eq. 2.5, but now only for one model

state (Evensen, 2003). In the EnOI, the B f is represented using either the ensemble open loop

spread (which has errors of the day) or a climatological background error (no errors of the day

and no flow dependency). The EnOI allows for a multi-variate analysis, just like the EnKF. In

addition, computer time can be saved by only running the model once. The downside of the

EnOI is that error estimates of the analysis are difficult to obtain, which is directly available

through the analysis ensemble in the EnKF. Figure 2.5 shows an example of how the EnKF

(red line) and EnOI (green dashed line) analyses differs from the open loop (blue line) at the
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Figure 2.6: Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) matching of satellite (red) data to the
modelled derived CDF (black). The CDF of the bias-corrected observations is the blue crossed
line. The estimated CDFs are based on a single grid cell over the United States for the period
1st April 2015 to 31st December 2016.

Ford Dry Lake in situ station in the United States. For this particular station, the Pearson

correlation coefficient increased from 0.72 (open loop vs. in situ) to: 0.77 (EnOI vs. insitu)

and 0.82 (EnKF vs. in situ) for the period 1st April 2015 to 31st December 2016.

The sequential filtering framework applied in this thesis updates the state variable at the

current analysis time. An underlying assumption in sequential DA is that there are no system-

atic errors between the observations and the model. In other words, the system only corrects

random errors between the observed and modelled quantity. As previously discussed, the use

of different auxiliary data and lack of understanding of the PMW observations leads to biases

between model derived and observed SM or Tb. The three most common ways to handle bi-

ases in land DA are: (i) a priori rescaling of the observations, i.e., anomaly assimilation, (ii)

parameter tuning and (iii) online bias-correction (De Lannoy et al., 2018). In (i) the climatol-

ogy (statistical moments) of the observations are matched with that of the LSM prior to the

assimilation, which results in assimilation of anomalies. Method number (ii) is mostly used

in assimilation of Tb by the tuning of parameters in the τ −ω model to remove long-term bi-

ases (De Lannoy et al., 2013). In method number (iii) the bias-correction is computed on the

fly, either by assigning a forecast bias to the model or to the innovations (De Lannoy et al.,

2013). In this work, I use method number (i), as it is the most frequently used method for

assimilation of SM retrievals. To rescale the observations I use the cumulative distribution
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function (CDF) matching method (Drusch et al., 2005; Reichle and Koster, 2004). The CDF-

matching works by sorting the observed and modelled SM in increasing order, respectively,

then I find the residual between the two sorted datasets and fit a polynomial to this function.

By adding the fitted dataset to the original SM observations I am able to correct for the differ-

ences in the CDFs. An illustration of the CDF matching is shown in Fig. 3.1. The red line is

the prior CDF of the SMAP observations (covering 1st April 2015 to 31st December 2016),

while the black line is the model derived CDF. After bias-correction the new CDF of the ob-

servations follows the model derived CDF, thus most of the long-term differences have been

removed.
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2.5 Monitoring of Hydrometeorological Extremes

Droughts and floods are hydrological/hydrometeorological extremes that have negative con-

sequences for the human society and natural ecosystems (Wilhite, 2000). It is therefore im-

portant to monitor extreme events and the possible changes thereof, this is frequently done

by computing standardized indices, which give information on how much (or how many stan-

dard deviations) an event deviates from normal conditions. To place an event in a historical

perspective, it is therefore necessary to have a long time-series available of the variable of in-

terest. The standardized indices are mostly based on precipitation, evapotranspiration, SM or a

mix of several variables, depending on the phenomena they aim to describe (Svoboda, 2002).

The underlying datasets used to compute these indices can be based on, for example, remote

sensing observations (AghaKouchak et al., 2015; Sadri et al., 2018) or model data (Sheffield

et al., 2004).

Given the data, there are two main methods to compute a standardized index. The first

approach builds on the empirical distribution (non-parametric) of the data, while the second

approach is based on fitting the data to a known distribution (parametric). In this work, I use a

non-parametric approach for the standardization of the precipitation, while I use a parametric

approach for the SM and Tb standardization. The non-parametric method is applied because

the historical length of the precipitation data allows for a robust calculation of the empirical

probability distribution function (PDF). For the SM and Tb standardizations, I am limited by

the historical length of the data, thus a parametric approach where I fit the data to a known

distribution is utilized. For SM this is the Beta-distribution following Sheffield et al. (2004),

and for the Tb a normal distribution is assumed. The normality of the Tb data is tested using

the Shapiro-Wilk test, and grid cells where this test fails are discarded from my analysis. A

limitation of the SM and Tb indices from SMOS is the short record of the observations, i.e.,

9 years. Ultimately, this means that the SM and Tb indices cannot describe an event in a

historical perspective, but rather give a picture of the current conditions (Farahmand et al.,

2015). The standardized precipitation index can be computed over a 69 year period, thus by

comparing the SM and Tb indices to the precipitation index I am able to somewhat put them

in a historical perspective.
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Objectives
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3.1: (a) Drought index based on brightness temperature from SMOS. (b) Drought index
based on surface soil moisture values from the Land Data Assimilation System Monde (LDAS-
Monde). (c) Drought index based on the ESA CCI soil moisture product. (d) Drought index
based the E-OBS in situ observed precipitation dataset. Red/blue values indicate drier/wetter
than normal conditions.

My objectives in this thesis are twofold: (i) I want to implement a land DA system and (ii) I

want to apply this system to study the hydrological cycle over northern latitudes. To address

my objectives I split point (i) into two research questions:

(a) What are the error characteristics of the model and observations in our land DA system?

(b) How much improvement in skill does our land DA system provide when compared to

independent reference data?

In my first point (i.a), I address the variability and biases of the LSM and satellite observations.

I do this by comparing the spatio-temporal variability in the two SM datasets. In this way, I am
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able to develop a methodology for rescaling satellite data prior to DA and address the biases

between satellite and model data. I assess the quality of the land DA system and hence point

(i.b) by using DA diagnostics and independent in situ SM data. DA diagnostics allows me to

test the assumptions of a bias free system, which is crucial for the sequential filter performance.

I also study the impact of land cover characteristics on the skill of our land DA analysis by

dividing the SM stations into areas favourable and unfavourable to SM DA. Where favourable

areas are defined as having less than 5kgm−2 VWC, open water fraction less than 5% and

little complex topography.

Observation characteristics and errors in PMW observations over northern latitudes are

studied by implementing the τ −ω model in the MT-DCA framework. I am then able to cal-

ibrate model parameters and implement a potential model improvement (first-order scattering

term), I do this to better understand the differences in modelled vs. observed Tb.

For my second objective (ii), I want to use a validated land DA system to study the hy-

drological cycle over northern high latitudes. I do this by assessing the benefit of my SM

analyses for mapping the land surface in drought conditions. I create a drought index based on

the SMOS PMW brightness temperature data, see Fig. 3.1 (a). I compare the SMOS index to

drought metrics computed from the Land Data Assimilation System Monde (LDAS-Monde)

(b) (Albergel et al., 2017), the ESA CCI SM product (c) (Dorigo et al., 2017, 2015) and in

situ observed precipitation from the E-OBS dataset (d) (Haylock et al., 2008). My underly-

ing objective is to create a drought metric which is able to provide improved spatio-temporal

coverage over northern latitudes. A region where SM retrievals often are masked because of

dense vegetation and high open water fraction.

To summarize, my main goals are to develop, validate and improve a land surface DA

system and to use it to study the hydrological cycle over northern latitudes.
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In this chapter, I review the main results and conclusions from my three papers. I have in this

thesis constructed a land surface DA system based on the EnKF and the SURFEX land surface

modelling platform. Furthermore, I show how PMW remote sensing and the land DA system

can be applied to monitor drought over northern high latitudes. Lessons learned from Paper I

and II on the shortcomings of microwave emission modelling over northern latitudes lead me

to study in more details the retrieval of geophysical parameters from PMW sensors. Paper III

covers the study of multiple-scattering effects in PMW observations, and it also looks into the

characteristics of PMW observations over northern latitudes.

Paper I: An Evaluation of the EnKF vs. EnOI and the Assimilation of SMAP, SMOS

and ESA CCI Soil Moisture Data over the Contiguous US. Blyverket, J.; Hamer, P.D.;

Bertino, L.; Albergel, C.; Fairbairn, D.; Lahoz, W.A. Published in: Remote Sensing 2019, 11.

doi:10.3390/rs11050478.

Paper I addresses my objective number (i) and the two subsequent research questions (a) and

(b) in Chapter 3. The paper focuses on the implementation and validation of the EnKF and the

EnOI in SURFEX. Prior to the assimilation, the satellite observations are bias-corrected so that

they share the same long-term climatology as the model. The sequential methods therefore

correct random errors between my observations and model variables. I use the EnKF for

which an ensemble of model runs are propagated forward in time by the SURFEX modelling

platform. The spread of my model ensemble is taken as a direct measure of the model error,

larger spread means larger uncertainty in the background forecast. I compare the EnKF with

the computationally cheaper EnOI to investigate any flow dependencies of the background

errors. Furthermore, I compare my land DA analysis with in situ SM stations. I am then able

to assess the impact of the analyses on the representation of surface and root-zone SM. My

key findings are:

• Using DA diagnostics I find that my land DA system is close to being bias-free.

• Comparison of the EnKF with the EnOI skill over in situ stations shows that the EnKF

only has marginally higher skill than the EnOI.
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• When I use land DA and uncorrected forcing my surface zone SM skill (compared to in

situ stations) is close to the skill of an open loop using bias-corrected forcing.

• I find that analyses increments in the root-zone SM tend to decrease the skill of the

model when compared to in situ SM data.

• I find that assimilation of the SMAP product outperforms the assimilation of the SMOS

and ESA CCI data, respectively, in skill when compared to in situ stations over the

CONUS.

The land DA system is implemented as a stand-alone-tool (outside the SURFEX source code),

it can therefore easily be applied to other modelling frameworks besides SURFEX, and for

longer/shorter assimilation windows. This makes the land DA framework flexible with respect

to the assimilation of other prognostic variables such as snow, land surface temperature and

leaf area index (LAI).

Paper II: Monitoring Soil Moisture Drought over Northern High Latitudes from Space.

Blyverket, J.; Hamer, P.D.; Schneider, P.; Albergel, C.; Lahoz, W.A. Published in: Remote

Sensing 2019, 11(10). doi.org/10.3390/rs11101200.

Paper II shows novel use of PMW observations and a land DA system over northern latitudes,

and it directly addresses my objective number (ii) in Chapter 3. I do this by applying PMW

remote sensing and a land surface DA system to monitor the 2018 Nordic drought. I create a

novel drought index from the SMOS brightness temperature, which is named the Standardized

Brightness Temperature Index (STBI). I validate the new drought index by comparison to a SM

drought metric derived from the LDAS-Monde land DA system. The LDAS-Monde drought

metric is based on SM analyses fields obtained from the assimilation of satellite derived surface

SM and LAI. In Paper II the key findings are:

• The new drought index, the STBI, is able to capture the onset and extent of a drought

over northern high latitudes when compared to other satellite data and the LDAS-Monde

derived drought index.

• The STBI provides improved spatial coverage for drought monitoring over northern lat-
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itudes when compared to SM retrievals, and in addition the same skill as the retrievals

where there are data for both.

• The STBI does not capture the end of the 2018 Nordic drought.

While Paper II focuses on the STBI and its potential for drought monitoring, it should be

emphasized that a drought index from a land DA system should in theory create a superiour

product compared to model or observations alone. Therefore, future studies will have to ad-

dress the accuracy of a land DA system when compared to for instance, in situ observations of

SM.

Paper III: Quantifying Higher Order Vegetation Scattering Effects in Passive Microwave

Observations from SMAP over Northern Latitudes. Blyverket, J.; Hamer, P.D.; De Lannoy,

G. Manuscript in preparation.

In Paper III, I study methods to improve the land DA system and I answer my research question

number (i.a) in Chapter 3. To do this I implement the zeroth and first-order τ −ω radiative

transfer model and the MT-DCA retrieval method. I apply this framework to retrieve SM, VOD

and scattering albedo (ω) from SMAP observations over northern latitudes. In particular,

I use the framework to study the effect of multiple-scattering terms (ω0 and ω1) in SMAP

observations. I also compare two retrieval methods, the dual channel algorithm (DCA) and

the MT-DCA. I do this to evaluate if a time-series approach is necessary for robust retrieval of

more than two variables from SMAP. The key findings in Paper III are:

• My zeroth-order τ −ω retrieval of SM, VOD and ω are close to values found in the

literature.

• The DCA retrievals of SM and VOD are biased wet/high, respectively, compared to the

MT-DCA method.

• Within the different land cover classes there is a substantial spread of ω values.

• My results indicate that non-zero values of ω1 comes from land covers with a high

degree of regularity, i.e., mosaic and croplands, and not so much forested areas.
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• Adding a first-order scattering term to the forward simulation of Tb reduced the model

vs. observation bias to some extent.

Paper III allows me to study in detail PMW characteristics and errors over northern latitudes,

and also how to potentially improve the forward modelling of Tb over this region. Improved

Tb modelling would be of interest for Tb assimilation in the land DA system developed in

Paper I.

In summary, my three papers cover aspects on: (i) the implementation of a land DA system,

(ii) the application of a land DA system in conjunction with PMW observations to create a

novel drought index, and (iii) calibration and development of a zeroth and first-order τ −ω

model for use in a land DA system over northern latitudes.
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5.1 Discussion

In this chapter I will discuss my results, implications of these and potential future work. In Pa-

per I, I use DA diagnostics to quantify properties of the analysis increments and any long-term

observation-minus-forecast biases. I found that biases between the model and observations

were effectively removed by the use of a CDF matching technique. It is still an open question

whether the bias correction allows for maximum extraction of information from the satellite

observations, or if some of the information is lost in the rescaling.

The land DA system presented in Paper I suggests that the EnKF only offers marginal

improvement in skill compared to the EnOI. This result could imply that in land DA flow

dependency of the background errors are negligible. Other studies have found the difference in

skill between the EnKF and other sequential methods, such as the EKF, to be minor (Fairbairn

et al., 2015; Reichle et al., 2002). I emphasize that the EnKF through its ensemble spread

allows for a description of errors of the day, something which is not straightforward in the EKF

and EnOI. Hence, an improved EnOI was obtained using the spread from the ensemble open

loop as input to the background errors. When I take this into account, the EnOI computational

cost is roughly half of the EnKF cost: N + 1 (N is the ensemble size) model integrations

compared to N +N integrations for the EnKF.

I find that a land DA system driven by uncorrected model forcing has skill close to that

of an open loop driven by bias-corrected forcing. This means that in regions of the world

without access to bias-corrected atmospheric forcing, a cheap alternative is to assimilate satel-

lite derived SM. This result can be used to improve SM initialization in short-term NWP, and

subsequently improved forecast of near surface variables through the SM-temperature cou-

pling outlined in Chapter 2.1. Since land/vegetation processes have a longer memory than

the weather time-scales, it should be expected that land DA has an impact on forecasting of

land surface variables at longer time-scales, such as sub-seasonal to seasonal scales. How-

ever, results from the literature indicate that the sensitivity to land surface initial conditions in

hydrological prediction is variable and largely depends on the region which is studied (Yuan

et al., 2015).

While I find an improvement in surface SM skill for the DA analysis, no such improve-
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ments are visible in the root-zone SM. Several studies have as well found that an improved

surface zone skill not necessarily leads to an improvement in the root-zone (De Lannoy and

Reichle, 2016; Kumar et al., 2008; Lievens et al., 2017). The explanation for this is twofold:

(i) deficiencies in model physics, unrealistic weak/strong coupling strength between the soil

layers, and (ii) spurious correlations between the soil layers in the DA system, leading to un-

physical increments. In an ensemble DA system, the the explanation (i) can also be the main

cause for (ii). For example, too strong model coupling between two soil layers could be re-

flected in unrealistic high covariances among the ensemble members.

Comparison of satellite skill in the DA analyses show that SMAP outperforms both the

SMOS and the ESA CCI products. The ESA CCI data have undergone more extensive pre-

processing and rescaling than the SMAP and SMOS datasets. This could lead to the intro-

duction of additional errors when assimilating SM from the ESA CCI product. Furthermore,

most of the assimilated ESA CCI data were from C-band radiometers and scatterometers. The

C-band is not as sensitive to surface SM as the L-band, and this could lead to a smaller im-

provement in the analysis skill. Both SMAP and SMOS are L-band satellites designed to be

sensitive to surface SM, so explanations for the difference in skill between the two are: (i) the

SMAP radiometer has a lower instrument error than SMOS (1K vs. 3−3.5K) and it has radio

frequency interference (RFI) mitigation strategies at instrumentation level, and (ii) differences

in auxiliary data, such as land cover (Al-Yaari et al., 2017; De Lannoy et al., 2015).

There are room for improvements in several aspects of my land DA system. First, although

an ensemble size of 12 is found to be sufficient for several applications in land DA (Yin et al.,

2015), it may cause spurious correlations between the different soil layers. Especially in cases

where the number of soil layers updated in the analysis is close to that of the ensemble size.

However, as mentioned, other studies have also found it difficult to relate surface SM obser-

vations to improvement in simulated root-zone SM. Second, my local EnKF implementation

is a 1D-filter, thus, I do not update surrounding (and often unobserved) grid cells, with the po-

tential benefit this would have brought. In the literature, a 3D EnKF has been found to show

better skill than a 1D-filter (Reichle and Koster, 2003), and could be implemented at the ex-

pense of higher memory demands. Third, I assimilate SM retrievals instead of direct PMW
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observations, this could introduce errors from auxiliary datasets. However, studies show that

this does not necessarily cause decrease in the analysis skill (De Lannoy and Reichle, 2016).

Paper II covers the application of PMW observations and a land DA system to monitor the

2018 Nordic drought. I show that satellite derived SM has limitations in spatio-temporal cover-

age over northern latitudes, and that this reduces its applicability for use in drought monitoring.

A new index computed directly from the PMW Tb data shows increased spatio-temporal cov-

erage and at the same time similar skill as the satellite derived SM, when compared to a land

DA system. Although the new drought index was able to capture the drought onset and extent it

failed to capture the drought end. This deficiency can be explained by looking at how the vege-

tation canopy changes the microwave emissions. Increased VWC leads to increased brightness

temperature, which in turn is ambiguous with dry SM conditions. The PMW drought index

should therefore be used as a supplementary tool and not as a replacement of other monitoring

tools. One shortcoming of this study is that for an even more robust validation of the PMW

and LDAS-Monde drought index, I could have included the validation against in situ SM sta-

tions. These stations are, however, limited to a few regions in Norway and Finland, and cannot

provide a robust verification of the spatial skill of the two indices. Future studies should imple-

ment this drought metric over regions with denser SM networks and areas favourable to PMW

observations, such as large areas in the CONUS.

The results from Paper II motivated my study of PMW observations in Paper III, and

in particular the need to quantify the vegetation effects on the SM retrievals over northern

latitudes. Comparison with the baseline SMAP SM product shows that my implementation of

the zeroth-order τ −ω model within the DCA and MT-DCA frameworks have similar biases

and correlations to those found in the literature (Konings et al., 2017). Retrievals of single-

scattering albedo values per land cover class were also in line with other studies, which indicate

that the zeroth-order model and the MT-DCA method works. My results indicate that non-zero

values of ω1 come from land covers with a high degree of regularity, and not so much from

dense boreal forest. Thus, it is questionable to what degree the first-order scattering terms I

find are solely a result of vegetation scattering. To further improve the retrieval of ω0 and

ω1 parameters in the first-order model, it would be advantageous to refine the current brute
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force model selection method, to an approach which takes observation and model errors into

account.

Finally, adding a first-order scattering term to the forward simulation of Tb shows only

a minor effect in reducing the model vs observation Tb bias. Especially, since the largest

biases seems to be in areas with small (zero) ω1 values, i.e., grasslands and open shrublands.

Furthermore, I find that binning the ω1 values into land cover classes creates too low values in

many regions, and thereby a smaller first-order contribution to the total Tb signal. This results

in a larger bias between the simulated and observed Tb than for the spatially distributed ω1.

It would therefore be logical to use the ω1 values retrieved per grid cell and not bin them per

land cover class.

5.2 Future Work

5.2.1 Data Assimilation Developments

Future work could advantageously address the optimization of the land DA framework with

respect to ensemble size, localization (1D vs. 3D EnKF), observation operator (Tb or SM

assimilation) and variables to be assimilated. Assimilation of data from active microwave sen-

sors, such as from Sentinel-1 should also be explored. The framework that has been developed

in this thesis should be flexible enough for such upgrades.

In future work, it would be advantageous to also assimilate snow variables from microwave

observations in the land DA system. For instance, snow cover has the potential to impact local

and regional climate through its control on the surface energy balance. Driving factors for this

control is the high albedo (and large albedo difference between snow and no snow conditions)

and ground-insulating properties (Henderson et al., 2018). Snow DA is limited by the current

microwave sensors sensitivity to snow variables and the use of optical sensors during winter-

time (Aalstad et al., 2018).

A number of studies show that assimilation of satellite observed LAI has the potential to

improve root-zone SM, and that it even has a bigger impact on SM than direct SM assimila-

tion (Albergel et al., 2018, 2017). The increased spatio-temporal coverage of new LAI datasets
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makes them applicable for land surface DA. However, one limitation is the use of optical re-

mote sensing, which requires that the observed region must be cloud free, which is not too

frequent at high latitudes. Therefore a path forward is to relate vegetation status to microwave

observations.

5.2.2 Coupled Land-Atmosphere Data Assimilation

My land DA system provides a foundation for the development of coupled land-atmosphere

DA, which is identified as an important future research area by the scientific community (Car-

rassi et al., 2018; Penny and Hamill, 2017). Coupled land-atmosphere DA updates both

the land and atmosphere domains, thus reduces potential imbalances at the land-atmosphere

boundary. Coupled DA is broadly categorized into into weakly (WCDA), and strongly CDA

(SCDA). In WCDA, the coupling occurs through model physics in the forecast stage, using

a coupled forecast model. The DA analysis is computed separately for the individual model

domains, and the direct impact of the analysis is constrained to the domain in which the obser-

vations reside. The cross-domain information from the analysis step is propagated through the

forward integration of the coupled model, which can be affected by post assimilation inconsis-

tencies. In SCDA, coupled error covariances between the land-atmosphere variables are used

to update simultaneously both domains. This approach allows observations in the land surface

to instantaneously impact the atmosphere and vice versa. This has the benefit of producing a

more consistent analysis of the fully coupled system.

Early attempts to couple DA systems have been reported, by e.g., (Counillon et al., 2016;

Sluka et al., 2016). However, the existing work has focused on CDA in the ocean-atmosphere

system, and little work is done on the study of WCDA vs. SCDA in the land-atmosphere

system.

Coupled DA has expected benefits in predictions across different time-scales, for example,

NWP, sub-seasonal to seasonal, and multi-year and decadal (climate) predictions (Penny and

Hamill, 2017). Other potential benefits include high-impact weather and regional prediction.

An example of high-impact weather is the cold 2009/2010 European winter, linked to the

negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). Of particular interest is the coupling
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between Eurasian snow cover and the NAO. Several studies have found that anomalies in the

autumn Eurasian snow cover can influence the NAO in the following winter (see Henderson

et al. (2018) and references therein). Thus, improved land-atmosphere initialization using

CDA could benefit medium-range to monthly predictions of European winter conditions. The

ability to improve the prediction of events such as the 2009/2010 winter in advance would

have large socio-economic impacts.
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Abstract: A number of studies have shown that assimilation of satellite derived soil moisture using
the ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) can improve soil moisture estimates, particularly for the surface
zone. However, the EnKF is computationally expensive since an ensemble of model integrations have
to be propagated forward in time. Here, assimilating satellite soil moisture data from the Soil Moisture
Active Passive (SMAP) mission, we compare the EnKF with the computationally cheaper ensemble
Optimal Interpolation (EnOI) method over the contiguous United States (CONUS). The background
error–covariance in the EnOI is sampled in two ways: (i) by using the stochastic spread from an
ensemble open-loop run, and (ii) sampling from the model spinup climatology. Our results indicate
that the EnKF is only marginally superior to one version of the EnOI. Furthermore, the assimilation
of SMAP data using the EnKF and EnOI is found to improve the surface zone correlation with in
situ observations at a 95% significance level. The EnKF assimilation of SMAP data is also found to
improve root-zone correlation with independent in situ data at the same significance level; however
this improvement is dependent on which in situ network we are validating against. We evaluate how
the quality of the atmospheric forcing affects the analysis results by prescribing the land surface data
assimilation system with either observation corrected or model derived precipitation. Surface zone
correlation skill increases for the analysis using both the corrected and model derived precipitation,
but only the latter shows an improvement at the 95% significance level. The study also suggests that
assimilation of satellite derived surface soil moisture using the EnOI can correct random errors in
the atmospheric forcing and give an analysed surface soil moisture close to that of an open-loop run
using observation derived precipitation. Importantly, this shows that estimates of soil moisture could
be improved using a combination of assimilating SMAP using the computationally cheap EnOI while
using model derived precipitation as forcing. Finally, we assimilate three different Level-2 satellite
derived soil moisture products from the European Space Agency Climate Change Initiative (ESA
CCI), SMAP and SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) using the EnOI, and then compare the
relative performance of the three resulting analyses against in situ soil moisture observations. In
this comparison, we find that all three analyses offer improvements over an open-loop run when
comparing to in situ observations. The assimilation of SMAP data is found to perform marginally
better than the assimilation of SMOS data, while assimilation of the ESA CCI data shows the smallest
improvement of the three analysis products.

Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 478; doi:10.3390/rs11050478 www.mdpi.com/journal/remotesensing
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1. Introduction

Accurate knowledge of surface and root-zone soil moisture is important since it constrains the
energy and water exchanges across the land–atmosphere interface. Soil moisture (SM) controls the
surface infiltration vs. runoff process, water available for the biosphere through plant transpiration,
and partitioning of incoming energy into sensible and latent heat fluxes [1,2]. Several studies have
investigated if initialization of SM could help the skill of seasonal hydrological predictions [3–5], and
also in which parts of the world such seasonal predictions are sensitive to the initial hydrological
conditions [6]. In such regions, knowledge about the initial conditions of SM can provide a skilful
prediction of subsequent SM conditions using historical atmospheric forcing or seasonal climate
forecasts. One way of improving the SM state is through data assimilation (DA); this approach
combines information from satellite observations with model data, using a mathematical framework,
see, for example, [7–14].

Microwave satellite instruments allow us to monitor and map SM at the global scale, and provide
a wealth of information that can be used to inform and improve Earth surface modelling [15]. However,
satellite remote sensing of SM has limitations because of spatial and temporal gaps in the resulting
data product. For example, current satellite instruments used to derive SM are operating in the X, C
and L-band, which are mostly sensitive to SM in the upper soil layer (0–5 cm), and not the root-zone
layer [16]. Spatial gaps are also found in the horizontal direction because not all parts of the globe will
be covered every day, while temporal gaps are related to the revisit time of the satellites.

By merging land surface modelling and satellite observations using DA, we can create a product
which combines the spatial and temporal coverage of a land surface model (LSM) with satellite
derived surface SM (SSM). The LSM controls the partitioning of rainfall into runoff, evapotranspiration,
drainage and soil moisture. Satellite observations can compensate for model parameterizations and
precipitation events not described in the atmospheric forcing. For example, in Koster et al. [17], the
authors found that, by assimilating and utilizing SM derived from the Soil Moisture Active Passive
(SMAP) satellite, they were able to improve the model representation of dry-down events. By knowing
the errors of the model and the observations, DA has the potential to create a superior product
over and above either model or satellite SM alone. For instance, this approach has been taken in the
development of the SMAP Level-4 product, where modelled SM is converted to brightness temperature
and optimized towards the observed brightness temperature measured by SMAP [18].

One of the most applied and successful methods in land DA is the ensemble Kalman Filter
(EnKF) [19]. This method solves the Kalman filter equations, while sampling the background
error-covariance from an ensemble of model trajectories. The EnKF allows for flow dependent
background errors and also gives the uncertainty of the analysis in the form of the ensemble spread.
The input errors are set by perturbing the atmospheric forcing and/or the state variables and/or model
parameters. How to correctly specify these errors on a larger domain is not trivial, and it is expected
that an improved spatial description of model and observation errors will benefit land surface DA [12].
One of the major caveats with the EnKF is the high computational cost of the forward integration of
an ensemble of model states [20] and references therein. This often make the EnKF unattractive for
operational applications over larger domains.

To keep the computational cost at a minimum while still retaining some of the benefits from
the EnKF, we suggest to use the ensemble Optimal Interpolation (EnOI) method [21,22]. The EnOI
solves the same Kalman Filter equations as the EnKF; however, it relies on a prescribed background
error-covariance. Land DA systems using the EnKF often do the ensemble forward integration twice,
once for normalizing the satellite SM data to the model and the second integration for doing the
analysis. Here, we suggest two methods for describing the background error-covariance in an EnOI
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system: (i) using the ensemble open-loop forecast, which can be obtained from the model ensemble
used to normalize the satellite SM data, and (ii) using a climatological background error-covariance
from the model spinup. The major benefit with method (i) is that we only need to do the ensemble
forward integration once, while, for method (ii), no ensemble integration is needed at all. More details
about these methods are presented in Section 3.4.

The relative improvements of SM estimates between the analysis in a land DA system and the
open-loop (i.e., no DA) run are affected by the quality of the atmospheric forcing used to drive the
land surface model [23,24], whereby the usage of observation corrected or model derived precipitation
tends to result in lower or higher impact of the land DA, respectively. A model derived precipitation
dataset is expected to e.g., have more missed precipitation events, or represent precipitation events
that never occurred, and these random errors in the precipitation field can be compensated for by land
DA of satellite derived surface SM. In our study, we utilize two different atmospheric forcing datasets,
(i) the Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications version 2 data (MERRA-2)
from the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) [25] and (ii) data from the North American
Land Data Assimilation System version 2 (NLDAS-2) [26]. By applying the observation corrected
precipitation product from the NLDAS-2 dataset, and the model derived precipitation from the
MERRA-2 dataset, we are able to evaluate how these atmospheric forcing datasets affect our land DA
analysis results.

The main goal of this paper is to assess the EnOI versus the EnKF for soil moisture DA. The skill
of the two filters is evaluated using DA diagnostics and in situ SM measurements. The DA diagnostics
checks that the assumptions underlying the Kalman Filter equations are met, e.g., the whiteness of
the observation-minus-forecast (O-F) residuals, and that the expected model and observation errors
are close to the actual errors [27]. We do the model experiments over the contiguous United States
(CONUS) because this region incorporates a wide range of biomes with different climatic conditions,
while at the same time it has numerous in situ SM stations to use for validation. In situ observations
act as an independent reference for testing the skill of the analysis vs the open-loop. Furthermore,
the comparison to in situ SM observations is utilized to: (i) evaluate the impact of the quality of the
atmospheric forcing on the land DA results, (ii) assess whether a land DA analysis driven by model
derived precipitation can have comparable skill to an open-loop run using observation corrected
precipitation, and (iii) assess the skill of the land DA analysis using three different SM satellite products
from the European Space Agency Climate Change Initiative (ESA CCI), Soil Moisture and Ocean
Salinity (SMOS) and SMAP, respectively. Section 2 presents the different satellite SM products, in situ
observations and model auxiliary data. In Section 3, we describe the bias correction, modelling system
and data assimilation algorithms. Section 4 describes the experiments and validation metrics. Section 5
presents the results.

2. Data

2.1. Satellite Derived SSM

2.1.1. ESA CCI ACTIVE and PASSIVE SSM Product

The ESA CCI for soil moisture project has been ongoing since 2011; the goal of the project is
to create a global, consistent SSM product using active and passive satellite sensors [28–31]. As of
18 January 2019, the dataset spans from 1978 until 30 June 2018. The ESA CCI SSM product is divided
into three different datasets. First, the ACTIVE product, which consists of daily SSM values from active
sensors, using backscatter as a measure of SSM. Second, the PASSIVE product, which uses passively
observed brightness temperature as a measure of SSM. Finally, the COMBINED product, fusing the
ACTIVE and PASSIVE product into one, for improved spatial and temporal coverage.

The ACTIVE SSM retrieval product is based on the change detection method developed at the
Vienna University of Technology (TU Wien) [32–34]. The change detection method is derived for
C-band scatterometers. Surface soil moisture is retrieved directly using scatterometer measurements
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without the need for an iterative adjustment process. It is assumed that the relationship between the
SSM and the backscatter coefficient σ0 is linear. For the time-period 31 March 2015–31 December 2016
used in our study, the ACTIVE SSM observations stem from the METOP-A and B satellites (ASCAT-A
and ASCAT-B).

The PASSIVE SSM dataset is derived using the land surface brightness temperature (Tb) in the
microwave range, which is related to the soil dielectric constant and hence the SSM content. The
conversion from observed Tb to SSM values is handled by the Land Parameter Retrieval Model
(LPRM) [35]. The LPRM is a radiative transfer model that simultaneously retrieves vegetation density,
SSM and surface temperature.

Several studies have assimilated the different ESA CCI products, e.g., [13,36]. Draper and Reichle [37]
found that the largest improvements in SSM were seen when assimilating both the active and passive
data, compared to assimilating active/passive data only. For this reason, we simultaneously assimilate
the separate ACTIVE and PASSIVE products, which are given in the range of the change detection
algorithm and the land parameter retrieval model, respectively. The different overpass times of the
satellites in the ACTIVE and PASSIVE products allow for assimilation of both products, without any
further pre-processing. In this work, we use the ESA CCI SSM v04.2, which became public in January
2018. The ESA CCI ACTIVE and PASSIVE products are delivered on a regular longitude/latitude
grid. We remap the ESA CCI observations to the model grid (with a resolution of 25 km) using a
nearest neighbour approach. This ensures that the observed SSM values are not smoothed values
from an interpolation scheme. Further pre-processing of the satellite data is explained in Section 3.1.
More information about the ESA CCI SSM product, including quality assessment and range of uses is
available in Refs. [29,30].

2.1.2. SMAP Level-2 SSM

The Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite measures passive microwave emissions from
the Earth’s surface [38]. It was launched in 2015 by NASA, carrying a passive instrument (L-band
radiometer) and an active instrument (L-band radar). The active instrument failed shortly after launch,
hence we only use data from the radiometer. The satellite derived SSM is an average over the whole
footprint area, which is around 40 km for L-band radiometers. The SMAP Level-2 (L2) SSM product is
extracted from the National Snow and Ice Data Center; we use the v5 R16010 product covering the
period 31 March 2015–31 December 2016. We only use SMAP-L2 data where the SSM uncertainty is
less than 0.1 m3m−3, the SSM is in a realistic range (0.0–0.6 m3m−3), and where the LSM observation
layer (layer-2) has a temperature above 2 ◦C [12]. The SMAP-L2 swath data are gridded to the LSM
grid using a nearest neighbour approach.

2.1.3. SMOS Level-2 SSM

The Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite, was launched in 2010 by ESA, and
similarly to SMAP, SMOS uses a radiometer instrument operating in the L-band [39,40]. In contrast
to the SMAP satellite, which has a constant observation incidence angle, SMOS measures brightness
temperature for a range of observation incidence angles. This angular information can be used to
separate soil and vegetation signals over land [41]. The SMOS-L2 SSM data are extracted from the
SMUDP2 v650 reprocessed product obtained from the ESA SMOS dissemination service. To match the
experiment period, we use SMOS-L2 data spanning from 31 March 2015–31 December 2016, which
is the overlapping time-period between the SMAP-L2, SMOS-L2 and the ESA CCI v4.2 products.
The quality controls applied before bias correction consist of (i) removing observations outside a
realistic SM range (0.0–0.6 m3m−3), (ii) choosing SM values with uncertainties less than 0.1 m3m−3,
(iii) choosing SM values for instances where the radio frequency interference (RFI) probability is less
than 0.3, and (iv) choosing SM values where the retrieval flag is not raised for snow and ice. Finally,
the observations are discarded if the soil temperature in the LSM is below 2 ◦C. The SMOS-L2 swath
values are gridded to the model grid using the same approach as for the SMAP-L2 SSM product.
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2.2. In Situ Data

The high number of in situ stations over the United States allows us to compare the land DA
results to independent reference data. This allows for a more robust comparison and validation of
the analysis results. We use data from the International Soil Moisture Network (ISMN) [42,43], and,
more specifically, data from the Soil Climate Analysis Network (SCAN) [44] and the U.S. Climate
Reference Network (USCRN) [45,46]. A promising way to validate the land surface data assimilation
system is by using cosmic-ray neutron measurements from the COsmic-ray Soil Moisture Observing
System (COSMOS) [47,48]. This network is not applied in our study because we wanted to facilitate
the comparison of average skill metrics across the SCAN and USCRN networks as done in other land
DA studies. There are several limitations when validating satellite and model SM data using sparse in
situ networks. These limitations include: (i) spatial mismatch (representativeness error) between what
the station (i.e., a point) measures and what the model and satellite measure (i.e., domain averaged
SM), and (ii) in situ station measurements have instrumental errors. The in situ data are pre-processed
following Reichle et al. [49], this means that: (i) we only use data flagged as good in the ISMN data
product, (ii) all values are discarded if the measured soil temperature at that level is below 2 ◦C,
and (iii) we only use SM values in the range between 0 and θsaturation for that station. The θsaturation

information for a given station is obtained from the ISMN auxiliary data product. After this quality
control of the data, we create a temporal average using the preceeding and succeeding hourly values
of a 3 h window. Surface zone soil moisture (sfzsm) and root-zone soil moisture (rzsm) are calculated
for the individual in situ stations following the approach in Ref. [12], and excluding the in situ SM
sensor at 0.5 m depth following [50].

2.3. Atmospheric Forcing

We use atmospheric forcing from NLDAS-2 [26]; this dataset provides hourly input of precipitation
(PRECIP), air temperature (Tair), specific humidity (SH), longwave downward (LW) and shortwave
downward radiation (SW). The NLDAS-2 dataset has observation corrected precipitation and also
bias corrections for incoming SW radiation; this means that the forcing dataset error will be small
compared to the errors associated with, e.g., a forecast product. The NLDAS-2 forcing is upscaled from
the native 12.5 km grid to the model 25 km grid using bilinear interpolation. The NLDAS-2 dataset is a
high-resolution dataset focused on North America, which allows it to ingest high-quality precipitation
observations at a fine scale.

The second atmospheric forcing dataset is from the Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for
Research and Applications version 2 (MERRA-2) [25]. The MERRA-2 product is a state-of-the-art global
atmospheric reanalysis with a resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.625◦. From MERRA-2, we utilize hourly input
of PRECIP, Tair, SH, LW and SW. To evaluate the impact of the atmospheric forcing on the land DA
analysis, we apply the MERRA-2 PRECIP without any observation corrections. The MERRA-2 product
was downloaded from the Goddard Earth Sciences Data Information Services Center (GES DISC). We
use bilinear interpolation to remap the MERRA-2 product from the native grid to the LSM grid.

3. Methods

3.1. Bias Correction of the ESA CCI ACTIVE and PASSIVE, SMAP-L2 and SMOS-L2 SSM Products

In sequential DA algorithms, it is assumed that there is no bias between the model and the
observations. Sequential DA methods only correct random errors, hence systematic errors in the land
DA system need to be removed. In land DA, this is often done by matching the statistical moments of
the observations to that of the model, e.g., [51,52]. The ACTIVE and PASSIVE products are delivered
as daily products, and they are a composite of different satellite overpasses at a given date. To avoid
additional bias between the model and observations, the timing of the forecast (model) and observation
(satellite retrieval) need to coincide as much as possible. Following De Lannoy and Reichle [12], we
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use a temporal gap of ±1.5 h centred at 00, 03..., and 21 UTC; satellite overpasses within this time
window are mapped to the centre of the time window.

The range of the ACTIVE product is given in percent, 0–100%. The ACTIVE data are converted to
volumetric SM using the model minimum and maximum SM for a given grid-cell. For the conversion
to volumetric SM, we only use model timestamps where we also have observational data. The PASSIVE
product is given in volumetric SM and does not need any additional unit conversion.

To handle the bias between the model and observations, we rescale the observations using
cumulative distribution function matching (CDF-matching) as in [52,53]. We note that different bias
correction methods could have an impact on the DA results as seen in, e.g., [54,55]. In this study,
we assume that the biases between the satellite derived SSM and modelled SSM are close to being
stationary [12], which means that we can use a lumped CDF-approach. If the biases are seasonally
varying, this assumption could lead to remaining biases and dampening of short-term variability in
the satellite derived SSM, as pointed out by, e.g., [9].

On the technical side, the CDF-matching is performed for each individual grid-cell independently,
and requires that a given grid-cell has more than 200 observations over the whole time-period.
Otherwise, all the values at that particular grid-cell are discarded. The CDF-matching works by
ranking the observations and model values for an individual grid-cell at a specific time e.g., 0900 UTC.
By taking the difference between the modelled and observed ranked datasets and then fitting a 5th
order polynomial to these points, we can find the new observed value by adding this difference to the
old observed value. The CDF-matched observations will then have a CDF which is matched with the
CDF of the model for that grid-cell and time of the day.

3.2. Modelling System

In our study, we use the SURFEX v.8.0 (SURFace EXternalisée [56]) modelling framework. Within
the SURFEX land surface modelling platform, we use the Interaction between Soil Biosphere and
Atmosphere diffusion scheme (ISBA-DF) [57–59]. Vertical transport of water is solved using the mixed
form of Richard’s equations while the soil temperature is solved using the one-dimensional Fourier
law. The ISBA model also includes soil freezing [60] and an explicit snow scheme [61]. Fourteen
vertical layers are used over a depth of 12 m depending on grid-cell characteristics. The depth of the
different layers are the same as in [13]. Layer one is a skin layer, we use layer two (between 0.01 and
0.04 m) as the model equivalent of the observation layer. The time-step for the LSM is set to 30 min,
output is saved at 3 h intervals. In this work, we only use one sub-grid patch where the parameters for
the mass and energy balance are aggregated from the different land covers within the grid-cell. More
information about the model can be found in Decharme et al. [59].

Land cover is extracted from ECOCLIMAP, a global database at 1 km resolution for land surface
parameters [62]. For nature grid-cells in the model, surface parameters are computed using the fraction
of 12 vegetation types from the 1 km resolution land cover map. The leaf area index (LAI) is derived
from the ECOCLIMAP database and given as a climatology for each calendar month. The clay and
sand fractions are extracted from the Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD) [63]. In SURFEX,
several soil parameters are derived from the clay and sand fraction using formulas from Noilhan and
Lacarrere [64]. The hydraulic conductivity and soil water potential are related to the liquid soil water
content through the Clapp and Hornberger relations. Grid-cell orography is computed in SURFEX by
aggregating the GTOPO 1 km resolution elevation dataset to the 25 km model grid.

3.3. Data Assimilation Using the Ensemble Kalman Filter

There are several different versions of the EnKF; in this work, we use the Ensemble Square
Root Filter (ESRF) from Sakov and Oke [65]. This algorithm is applied both in the EnKF and the
EnOI methods, for simplicity we will refer to the ESRF as the EnKF in the rest of this paper. The
EnKF interface with SURFEX in this work has been developed at the Norwegian Institute for Air
Research (NILU) and it is different from the EnKF developed at the National Centre for Meteorological
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Research (CRNM) [20,66]. The state vector x consists of the top four model layers, i.e., θ1 (0.001–0.01 m),
θ2 (0.01–0.04 m), θ3 (0.04–0.10 m) and θ4 (0.10–0.20 m) for all of the N ensemble members. Owing to
spurious correlations found between the model equivalent observation layer (layer-2) and layers 5 to
14, we choose to only update the top four model layers. Hence, the root-zone is not explicitly updated
in the DA analysis. An observation vector y holds the satellite observation (θobs); the EnKF combines
an ensemble of model states (xN) with the observations y. For both the EnKF and EnOI, we apply
a three-hourly assimilation window, and this is to ensure that the model forecast SSM is as close as
possible to the satellite derived SSM. The EnKF analysis equation is written as:

xai = x f
i + K(y−Hx f

i ),

where xai is the analysis for ensemble member i; x f
i is the forecast state; y is the vector of observations

and H linearly maps the state vector to observation space. The Kalman gain K is given as:

K = B f HT(HB f HT + R)−1

in which R is the observation error-covariance matrix and B f is the forecast error-covariance matrix.
The analysis error-covariance is updated according to:

Ba = (I−KH)B f ,

for the EnKF, where I is the identity matrix. In the EnKF, the model error-covariance matrix B f is
stored and manipulated implicitly via an ensemble xN of N model states, and is given by:

B f =
1

N − 1

N

∑
i=1

(xi − x)(xi − x)T =
1

N − 1
AAT ,

where x is the ensemble mean defined as

x =
1
N

N

∑
i

xi .

In the above equations, A represents the deviations from the ensemble mean. The EnKF used here
is currently a 1-D scheme with independent soil columns in the x- and y-directions. The observation
operator is set to: H = (0, 1, 0, 0), so that it only selects the cross-correlations between the observation
layer and layers 1,3 and 4. We apply 12 ensemble members for the EnKF and the EnOI, this choice is
based on: (i) the state vector is relatively small (four variables), (ii) other studies have found that this
number is sufficient and there is little to gain when increasing it further [37,67,68], and (iii) as an effort
to minimize the computational cost.

3.4. Ensemble Optimal Interpolation (EnOI)

In the EnKF equations above, the background error-covariance is modified in the analysis step, and
this allows for a flow dependent background error. However, this comes with an added computational
cost as we need N model integrations (N being the number of ensembles). Here we argue that an
ensemble Optimal Interpolation (or statistical interpolation) method could perform well in a land
surface DA system [21,22]. The main advantage of the EnOI is the low computational cost since we
only need one ensemble member. This is especially useful for operational systems and for reanalyses
where we run an ensemble open-loop for the period of interest to normalize the satellite data (as done
here). Then, we can use the background error-covariance from the ensemble open-loop for “free” in
the EnOI. It is also worth noting that, when moving towards coupled land–atmosphere DA systems,
the EnOI could be even more beneficial since we only need one model integration of the coupled
land–atmosphere system. The caveat of the EnOI is how to determine a realistic background error;
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in this study, we use the forecast spread from the ensemble open-loop run, and a climatologically
sampled A of the background error-covariance. The EnOI equations are given as:

xa = x f + K′(y−Hx f ),

where

K′ = B′ f HT(HB′ f HT + R)−1

and the background error-covariance is:

B′ f =
1

N − 1

N

∑
i=1

(x′i − x′)(x′i − x′)T =
1

N − 1
A′A′T ,

where A′ is the deviation from the ensemble mean of the prescribed model spread. The number
of ensembles N used to calculate the anomalies is 12 for the EnOI. In the EnOI, we only update a
single model run instead of updating the whole ensemble as in the EnKF. This means that there is no
ensemble spread after the analysis and hence no information about the uncertainty.

The EnOI with a climatological background error (EnOI-Clim) solves the same equations as
outlined above. The differences between the EnOI and EnOI-Clim arise from the way the ensemble
anomalies are computed. We calculate the EnOI-Clim anomalies by sampling from the model spinup
(single model run). First, we create a climatology for each of the assimilation windows, and then N
values from that time of the day are subtracted from the climatology, and hence creating the ensemble
anomalies. Following Counillon and Bertino [69], we introduce a scaling factor α(∈ (0, 1]), which
in this work is set to α = 0.3 to dampen the ensemble variance. For the EnOI-Clim, we choose
N = 122 (days) to represent the number of ensembles. Our ensemble was created using March, April
and May data from the years 2012, 2013 and 2014; we choose to use a stationary sampled climatology
in the representation of the ensemble anomalies. Later work will address whether a seasonally varying
climatology would have a positive impact on the EnOI-Clim analysis results. The downside with
the EnOI-Clim method is that it will not represent the errors of the day; however, it is expected that,
over time, useful information will be transferred from the satellite observation and into the model via
this analysis.

3.5. Model and Observation Errors

Models are simplified representations of the real world and have different sources of errors. For
a land surface model, some of these errors are: (i) error of representativeness, (ii) error in model
parameters/parameterization of physical processes, and (iii) external errors such as atmospheric
forcing, land cover classification and sand and clay fraction. These different errors can in theory be
represented in the DA system. Here we represent errors in the forcing (by perturbing the different
forcing fields) and model parameter errors (by perturbing the model parameters, which partially
encompass the sub-grid scale representativeness errors).

The perturbations done to the atmospheric forcing follow what is done in [23,49,67,70]. Time-series
of cross-correlated forcing fields are generated using an autoregressive lag-1 model (AR(1)). These
perturbations in the atmospheric forcing allow for an ensemble of model runs, where the spread
represents the model uncertainty. Precipitation and shortwave radiation have a lower bound of zero,
the perturbations of these variables are therefore multiplicative. Perturbations in longwave radiation
are additive. To avoid bias in the forcing files, the perturbations are constrained to zero for the additive
variables and to one for the multiplicative variables. The pseudorandom field qt is given by:

qt = αqt−1 + βwt,
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where α = ∆t
τ and β =

√
(1− α2) where τ = 24 h and ∆t = 1 h. The wt is a normally distributed

random field. To ensure physical consistency in the perturbation parameters (e.g., increase in longwave
radiation gives decrease in shortwave radiation), we impose cross-correlations on the pseudorandom
fields using the correlations given in Table 1. The ensemble is kept unbiased centred at the original
variable, which implies that the original forcing variable is an ensemble member and at the same time
is the ensemble mean. Note that, since the land surface model is nonlinear, this needs not to be true for
the prognostic model variables [71].

Errors in the model parameters are based on perturbation of the clay and sand fractions.
In SURFEX, the clay and sand fraction acts as proxy variables for the saturated, wilting point and field
capacity volumetric water content. Thus, these changes in the sand and clay fractions will ultimately
lead to different model physics for the different ensemble members. Since these fractions are bounded
by 0 and 1, we use a Logit-normal transformation following the approach in [72]. The parameters
are first logit transformed; then, we add N ensemble members of Gaussian white noise to the logit
transformed variable before we do the inverse transformation. This is done for each individual model
grid-cell using a uniform spatial random variable and a standard deviation of ±10%.

Table 1. Perturbation parameters for the atmospheric variables precipitation (PRECIP), shortwave
(SW) and longwave (LW) downward radiation and the model parameters (clay and sand fractions).
The perturbations are multiplicative (M), additive (A) and Logit-normal. The cross-correlation between
the variables are given in the Cross-corr columns.

Cross-Corr with Perturbations
Variable Type Std Dev PRECIP SW LW

PRECIP M 0.5 1 −0.8 0.5
SW M 0.3 −0.8 1 −0.5
LW A 30 W/m2 0.5 −0.5 1
clay Logit normal 0.1 - - -
sand Logit normal 0.1 - - -

The setting of observation errors is based on the assumption of a linear relationship between
the dynamic range of SM values and the errors [66,73]. This relationship is given as (θfc − θwilt),
where θfc is the field capacity and θwilt is the wilting point, they both depend on the soil texture and
vegetation type for each grid-cell. This relationship is scaled with a dimensionless scaling coefficient λo,
resulting in an observation error given by: λo(θfc − θwilt)m3m−3. Setting λo = 0.3, results in a spatial
average observation error of 0.026 m3m−3, which is slightly larger than the spatial average reported
by De Lannoy and Reichle [12] in their study over CONUS. We assume a diagonal R matrix with no
cross-correlated observation errors. In this work, we choose to use the same observation error for the
three different satellite products. This is because the current study is on of the first that compares DA
analyses of the three Level-2 soil moisture products. Hence, we would like to compare them on equal
ground. Further tuning of the observation error would have to be addressed in future work.

4. Experiments and Skill Metrics

The land surface DA experiments are designed as follows. Perturbations are applied to the model
parameters (clay and sand fractions), in order to represent model parameter errors. The atmospheric
forcing is perturbed according to the process defined in Section 3. This creates an ensemble of model
configurations, and the ensembles are propagated 3 h forward in time by the ISBA LSM. Given the
model background error from the ensemble and the observational error, the EnKF weights each
individual ensemble and updates the state vector. The updated state vector is the initial condition
for the next model integration. Given correct specification of background and observation errors the
updated state vector should not be worse and should in general be superior to the model or satellite
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alone. Information from the observation layer (layer two in the state vector) is propagated downward
in the analysis update by K and subsequently by the model integration. In the EnOI experiments,
we use either the ensemble open-loop model integration or the climatological sampled background
covariance matrix in the analysis step—see Figure 1. The full list of model experiments is found in
Table 2.

10 year

model

spinup,

N = 1

MERRA-2NLDAS-2

Perturb

clay and

sand

fractions

Ensemble

open-loop

run,

N = 12

Perturbed

atmo-

spheric

forcing

Normalize

satellite

SM data

Time-loop

EnKF, N = 12 EnOI, N = 1EnOI-Clim, N = 1

DA

Analysis

Figure 1. The experiments are setup using a 10 year spinup for the land surface initial conditions. From
the initial state, we perform three different experiments: (i) the EnKF with evolving background error;
(ii) the EnOI using the background error from the ensemble open-loop run, and (iii) the EnOI using a
climatological background error as the ensemble spread.

The output SM is given for the eight top soil layers, which represent the first metre of soil.
We create a surface zone soil moisture (sfzsm, layers 1 to 2) and a root-zone soil moisture (rzsm,
layers 1 to 8) product, from weighting the different layers according to their depth. We use two sets
of skill metrics to evaluate our experiments; one is the internal DA diagnostics, which check that the
conditions for applying the different DA algorithms are met and also that the output is reasonable
given the errors set in the system. In addition, we make sure that the biases in the system are removed
and that the expected model and observation errors correspond to the actual errors. To diagnose the
settings of the model and observation errors, we compute the standard deviation of the normalized
innovations. This metric is given as:

Std
(

O− F
HBHT + R

)
∼ 1 , (1)

where O is the observations and F is the model forecast, and the O-F is the observation-minus-forecast
or innovations. If this metric is larger than 1, the actual errors are said to be underestimated, and
overestimated if it is smaller than 1 [18,27]. In addition, we compute the lagged auto-correlation
between the O-F pairs for each assimilation window, then take the average over the assimilation
windows and the domain to create an auto-correlation function. The O-F sequence is assumed to
behave as white noise in the Kalman Filter equations; if there are persistent biases, the auto-correlation
function will differ from that of a white noise process. Hence, we can diagnose whether or not the
system is bias free and close to behaving optimally [18].

The other metrics we use are the Pearson correlation coefficient (R), and the unbiased root
mean square difference (ubrmsd), computed between the model outputs and the individual in situ
stations. The 95% confidence interval (CI) for the correlation coefficient is computed using the Fisher
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Z-transformation. The metrics are computed using all three hourly values as long as the in situ station
has more than 150 measurements. The domain average metrics are computed by averaging over all
the in situ stations, without any weighting depending of the clustering of the stations as in De Lannoy
and Reichle [70]. This could mean that we are weighting densely sampled regions too much in our
domain average metrics, and in the worse case lead to an overoptimistic CI.

Table 2. List of experiments performed. The open-loop run using NLDAS-2 forcing is given as
eOL_NLDAS, while the open-loop run using MERRA-2 forcing is given as eOL_MERRA. The data
assimilation runs are either the EnKF, EnOI or EnOI-Clim with the corresponding atmospheric forcing
prescribed to the LSM. For the satellite skill experiments we also add M (MERRA-2) or N (NLDAS-2) to
the experiment names depending on atmospheric forcing used. CPU cost is based on the total number
of runs needed to do the analysis, for the EnKF this is 12 + 12 (eOL + EnKF).

Exp. Nens Param. Pert. Rel. Obs. Error λ Satellite Data Forcing CPU Cost

eOL_MERRA2 12 yes - - MERRA-2 12
EnKF_MERRA2 12 yes 0.3 SMAP MERRA-2 24
EnOI_MERRA2 1 yes 0.3 SMAP MERRA-2 13
EnOI_MERRA2-Clim 1 no 0.3 SMAP MERRA-2 2
eOL_NLDAS 12 yes - - NLDAS-2 12
EnKF_NLDAS 12 yes 0.3 SMAP NLDAS-2 24
EnOI_NLDAS 1 yes 0.3 SMAP NLDAS-2 13
EnOI_NLDAS-Clim 1 no 0.3 SMAP NLDAS-2 2
Satellite skill experiments
EnOI_ESA_M 1 yes 0.3 ESA CCI MERRA-2 13
EnOI_SMAP_M 1 yes 0.3 SMAP MERRA-2 13
EnOI_SMOS_M 1 yes 0.3 SMOS MERRA-2 13
EnOI_ESA_N 1 yes 0.3 ESA CCI NLDAS-2 13
EnOI_SMAP_N 1 yes 0.3 SMAP NLDAS-2 13
EnOI_SMOS_N 1 yes 0.3 SMOS NLDAS-2 13

5. Data Assimilation Results and Discussion

5.1. Filter Performance EnKF vs. EnOI Using Data Assimilation Diagnostics

In this section, we compare the EnKF vs. EnOI using output information from the DA system,
these skill metrics indicate how and if the DA system is performing according to its underlying
assumptions. First, we compute the domain average filter performance, this is done separately for
each of the assimilation windows; then, a final aggregation is applied to give the domain average for a
given day. Figure 2a shows the mean O-F and O-A difference for the EnKF; plots for the EnOI and
EnOI-Clim are not shown as the results are very similar to that of the EnKF. We notice that there is a
slight wet bias of 0.01 ± 0.01 m3m−3 during the two summer seasons for the EnKF, this is also seen for
the EnOI and EnOI-Clim (not shown). In general, the filters are moving the model forecast closer to
the observations (the O-F difference is on average larger than the O-A difference). From Figure 2a, we
interpret the system as close to bias free (long term mean close to zero), thus the CDF-matching has
removed most of the systematic errors between the model and satellite data.

Figure 2b shows the standard deviation of the O-F and O-A differences; this illustrates the typical
size of the O-F/A difference. The long-term means of the O-F and O-A spatial standard deviations are
0.0136/0.0105 , 0.0139/0.0102 and 0.0139/0.011 m3m−3 for the EnKF, EnOI and EnOI-Clim, respectively.
The largest differences in standard deviations of O-F vs. O-A are seen for the EnOI. An explanation for
this is that in the EnOI the ensemble spread does not change after the analysis, while, for the EnKF, the
ensemble spread decreases after the analysis. The smaller spread will in turn result in a larger weight
to the model forecast, hence the corrections towards the satellite observations will not be as large as in
the EnOI.
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Figure 2. (a) domain average Observation-minus-Forecast (O-F) soil moisture (m3m−3) (blue) and
Observation-minus-Analysis soil moisture (m3m−3) (red) residual for the EnKF; (b) domain standard
deviation of O-F (m3m−3) (blue) and O-A soil moisture (m3m−3) (red) for the EnKF.

In Figure 3a–c, the instantaneous O-F residuals are given for the EnKF, EnOI and EnOI-Clim.
The differences between the O-F residuals are small for the three filters, indicating that the model
runs are quite similar, and that none of the filters introduces biases in their analysis. The observation
layer increments (analysis-minus-forecast, not shown), show minor differences for the EnKF and the
EnOI, which means that the background error-covariances in the two filters are close to identical. This
suggests that the updates in the background error-covariance of the EnKF in the analysis step are
minor (at least until 16 May 2015).

Figure 3d–f show the instantaneous increments for the top four layers; for the EnKF and the EnOI,
the magnitude of the increments are close to those in the observation layer (plot not shown), while, for
the EnOI-Clim, they are slightly smaller. By comparing Figure 3a–c with Figure 3d–f, we see that the
three filters add/remove water to/from the top four layers when the observations are wetter/drier
than the model forecast. For the EnKF and EnOI, an O-F residual of ±0.1 m3m−3 is translated into an
increment of ±0.02 m3m−3 in the top four soil layers. The EnOI-Clim has the smallest increments; this
is likely because the climatological background error underestimates the actual background error for
this analysis step.

Figure 3. Instantaneous analysis output from 16 May 2015 at 1200 UTC for the EnKF, EnOI and
EnOI-Clim; (a–c) observation-minus-Forecast (O-F) soil moisture residual (m3m−3) for the model
observation layer; (d–f) soil moisture increments (m3m−3) for the top four soil layers 0–20 cm. Blue/red
colours indicate positive/negative O-F residuals and increments.

A soil-layer vs. correlation plot (not shown) indicated that the correlation between the different
soil layers decreased to zero at layer five, before it increased again. This was likely due to spurious
correlations between the observation layer and the deeper layers. It was difficult to judge how
physically consistent the updates in the lower layers were, compared to the update in the observation
layer. For this reason, we only update the top four layers in the ISBA model, instead of updating the
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top eight layers (representing the first metre of soil). We therefore found it better to let the model
physics transfer the analysis information further down in the root-zone.

Spatial maps of the O-F standard deviations are shown in Figure 4a–c, the figures illustrate the
typical spatial residual between the SMAP observations and the model forecast. The domain averages
for the three filters are 0.0354 (EnKF), 0.0355 (EnOI) and 0.0354 m3m−3 (EnOI-Clim), which is close
to what De Lannoy and Reichle [70] found for SMOS SM innovations. Typically, dry/wet regions
(west/east) have small/large O-F differences, respectively. Large O-F differences are especially found
in the Rocky and Appalachian mountain ranges. Soil moisture variability is expected to be higher
in the mountainous regions, which might be a cause for the larger O-F differences seen here. The
differences in the spatial patterns between Figure 4a,b are minor, indicating that the EnKF (flow
dependent background error) and the EnOI (with the ensemble open-loop static background error) are
very similar.

Figure 4. Assimilation diagnostics for the period from 31 March 2015 to 31 December 2016, for the
EnKF, EnOI and EnOI-Clim. (a–c) standard deviation of the Observation-minus-Forecast (O-F) soil
moisture residual (m3m−3), blue/red colours indicate low/high O-F residuals; (d–f) standard deviation
of normalized innovations (dimensionless), blue/red colours indicate too large/small assumed errors;
(g–i) standard deviation of the observation layer soil moisture increments (m3m−3), yellow/blue
colours indicate low/high typical increments.

Figure 4d–f show spatial maps of the standard deviation of the normalized innovations—see
Equation (1) for a detailed description. A value close to 1 (grey regions) means that the assumed errors
are close to the actual errors for this grid-cell. Values smaller than 1 (blue regions) have assumed
errors that are typically too large compared to the actual errors, while red regions (values larger than
1) have assumed errors that are typically smaller than the actual errors. Domain average values for
the standard deviation of the normalized innovations are 1.18, 1.15 and 1.18 (dimensionless), for the
EnKF, EnOI and EnOI-Clim, respectively. The spatial patterns of the normalized innovations are close
to identical for the EnKF and EnOI; the EnOI-Clim has a domain average very close to that of the EnOI
and EnKF, even though the spatial pattern differs. The blue regions in the west (too large assumed
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errors) are not as prominent in the EnOI-Clim filter. This is likely because of a low ensemble spread in
the dry regions for the climatologically sampled background error in the EnOI-Clim. Regions where
the assumed errors are too small (red) cover larger parts of the domain for the EnOI-Clim compared to
the EnKF and EnOI. A likely reason for this is that the computation of the climatology averages out
precipitation events, leading to a small spread in the ensemble.

Comparing Figure 4a–c to Figure 4d–f, we notice that regions with large O-F residuals tend to be
regions where the model and observation errors are underestimated, i.e., too low spread or too low
observation error, or both, while regions with low O-F residual have model and observation errors
that are too large (blue regions). Again, we see that there is not much difference between an evolving
background error in the EnKF and a static ensemble background error in the EnOI.

Figure 4g–i show the standard deviations of the observation layer increments. The domain
average of a typical observation layer increment for the EnKF, EnOI and EnOI-Clim are 0.008, 0.009 and
0.007 m3m−3. The EnKF and EnOI spatial patterns are very similar, with a lower magnitude for the
EnKF than the EnOI, which is likely due to the analysis update of the background error. Dry regions in
the south and southwest have smaller increments than the vegetated wet regions in the mountains
and to the east. Typical increments for the EnOI-Clim are small in the south and southwest, most likely
because the climatology is not able to create a large enough ensemble spread, while the mountainous
regions have larger increments because of a greater variability in SM, which is likely increasing the
ensemble spread.

The final assessment of the EnKF, EnOI and EnOI-Clim filter performance is done by looking at
the lagged auto-correlation between pairs of O-F residuals. From DA theory, the assumption is that the
innovations should be white noise for the filter to perform close to “optimal”. Lag is given in days and
averaged over the different analysis times and over the spatial domain. The plot (not shown) of the
lagged autocorrelation yields similar results for all three filters. The auto-correlation drops towards
zero (values between 0.05 and 0.2) but does not follow the same pattern as white noise. This could be
an indication of a remaining bias between the model and the observations. However, it is small and in
alignment with what other studies have found for SMAP DA [18].

Overall, the DA statistics for the EnKF and EnOI show that, from the perspective of the DA
diagnostics, they perform similarly. For the EnOI-Clim, further study is needed to understand how
best to capture the errors of the day in a climatologically sampled background error-covariance.

5.2. EnKF vs. EnOI; Comparison with In Situ SM Data

5.2.1. Correlation Skill

While internal DA diagnostics are useful for evaluating the land DA system’s consistency with
regard to DA assumptions, it does not convey any information about the system performance relative
to independent data. For such an evaluation, we use the SCAN and USCRN in situ networks. Figure 5a
shows the Pearson R correlation coefficient between the ensemble open-loop run using MERRA-2
forcing (eOL_MERRA2) and the SCAN (triangles) and the USCRN (circles) stations. The eOL_MERRA2
run alone clearly has good skill in the southeast, while, for example, in the mountainous regions
(Rockies), it shows lower correlation values. The domain average R between the eOL_MERRA2 and
SCAN is 0.62, while it is 0.66 between the eOL_MERRA2 and USCRN; the domain average surface
zone statistics are summarized in Table 3. For the surface zone correlation, both the EnKF (0.67/0.7)
and the EnOI (0.66/0.7) are found to improve the correlation with the SCAN and USCRN in situ
stations at the 95% significance level, respectively.

A difference plot of the EnKF_MERRA2-eOL_MERRA2 (∆R) correlations is given in Figure 5b.
Here we note that regions in Figure 5a showing lower R-values, tend to have a positive ∆R, while for
regions in the southeast, east and west (California), there is little change in ∆R. The largest positive
impact from the land DA is seen in the Midwest. The high number of in situ stations with improved
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correlations make us confident that the large scale error settings (for model and observation errors) in
the EnKF are reasonable.

Figure 5. (a) Pearson R correlation coefficient between the ensemble open-loop (eOL) surface
zone soil moisture and the SCAN (triangles) and USCRN (circles) stations. Yellow/blue indicate
low/high correlation; (b) ∆R (EnKF correlation minus eOL correlation), blue/red colours indicate
positive/negative impact (226 of 259 stations improved); (c) ∆R EnOI (190 of 259 stations improved);
(d) ∆R EnOI-Clim (183 of 259 stations improved).

For the EnOI_MERRA2, in Figure 5c, much of the spatial pattern is the same as for the
EnKF_MERRA2 in Figure 5b; however, more stations show a negative impact. As for the
EnKF_MERRA2, the largest positive impact is seen in the Midwest. We emphasize that, in the
difference plots, we have not taken into account if the individual station improvements are statistically
significant or not in the colour coding; we only compute the difference in correlation and count the
number of positive vs. negative values. The significance of the improvements is taken into account
when we calculate the domain average statistics found in Table 3.

The EnOI_MERRA2-Clim in Figure 5d shows a band going from the northwest to the southeast
where there is little change in R; and this region is also the region with the smallest standard deviation
of the increments in Figure 4. For the EnOI_MERRA2-Clim, there are more stations with negative
values for the ∆R than for the EnKF and EnOI.

The root-zone eOL_MERRA2 SM correlations with the in situ networks are given in Figure 6a;
and, again, we notice high correlations in the southeast and east. Lower correlations are found
in the Midwest and in the mountainous region (Rockies). Computing the domain average for the
eOL_MERRA2 yields an R of 0.63 and 0.68 for the SCAN and USCRN stations, domain average
statistics for the root-zone SM can be found in Table 3.
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Figure 6. (a) Pearson R correlation coefficient between the ensemble open-loop (eOL) root-zone
soil moisture and the SCAN (triangles) and USCRN (circles) stations. Yellow/blue indicate
low/high correlation. (b) ∆R (EnKF correlation minus eOL correlation), blue/red colours indicate
positive/negative impact (153 of 223 stations improved). (c) ∆R EnOI (135 of 223 stations improved),
(d) ∆R EnOI-Clim (145 of 223 stations improved).

The EnKF_MERRA2 ∆R in Figure 6b does not show as much improvement as for the surface
zone. There are more stations with a negative impact and the size of the negative impact is larger
than for the surface zone. For the root-zone, there are fewer stations with enough data for the
intercomparison, thus the total number of stations is smaller. Although the stations with positive
impact from the land DA are more scattered than for the surface zone, we find that most of the stations
with the largest improvements in the EnKF_MERRA2 analysis are seen in the Midwest. The largest
positive impacts from the EnOI_MERRA2 DA analysis are also in the Midwest (see Figure 6c). For
the EnOI_MERRA2-Clim in Figure 6d, the impact of the DA analysis is lower (more stations with
white colour coding, showing little positive or negative impact), and again there is a band from
west–southeast with little change, and this is most likely due to small increments in the analysis.
Although the changes overall in correlations are smaller than for the EnOI_MERRA2, the total number
of stations with improved correlations are larger for the EnOI_MERRA2-Clim.

The summary statistics of the eOL, EnKF, EnOI and EnOI-Clim assimilation of SMAP data are
given in Figure 7 and Table 3. In Figure 7a, the EnKF and EnOI driven by MERRA-2 forcing show
a significant improvement in the surface zone (non-overlapping confidence intervals) for both the
SCAN and USCRN networks, when compared to the eOL_MERRA2. In the same figure, only for EnKF,
EnOI and eOL driven by NLDAS forcing, we see that there is an improvement, but it is not statistically
significant (i.e., overlapping confidence intervals). One reason for this might be the already high
correlation between the eOL_NLDAS and the in situ stations. The NLDAS precipitation correction
filters out random errors in the forcing data, which leaves little room for improvement in the land
DA analysis. We also note that the EnKF using MERRA-2 forcing has almost the same skill as the
eOL_NDLAS. This surface zone improvement in the EnKF_MERRA2 analysis towards an eOL_NLDAS
run driven by observation corrected precipitation shows that assimilation of SMAP-L2 data could
be a promising way to improve the land surface state in regions of the world where high-quality
meteorological data are unavailable.
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Figure 7. Summary statistics for the Pearson R correlation coefficient between the model and in
situ data, a 95% confidence interval for the domain averaged correlation values are given as grey
error bars. (a) domain average surface zone R, eOL (black), EnKF (dark blue), EnOI (light blue) and
EnOI-Clim (turquoise); (b) domain average root-zone R; (c) domain average R “favourable” regions
surface zone; (d) domain average R “favourable” regions root-zone; (e) favourable (grey land pixels) vs.
unfavourable (blue land pixels) regions for soil moisture DA. See text for description of “favourable”
vs. “unfavourable” regions.
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Table 3. Surface and root-zone Pearson R correlation coefficient and unbiased root mean square
difference (ubrmsd) with SCAN and USCRN in situ networks. Confidence intervals (CI) are given
in half values of the 95% interval for the individual experiments. The experiments with highest skill
metrics are highlighted in bold.

SCAN a,b USCRN c,d

Exp. R CI Ubrmsd R CI Ubrmsd

sfzsm (0− 5) cm, (m3m−3)
eOL_MERRA 0.62 ±0.020 0.057 0.66 ±0.017 0.052
EnKF_MERRA2 0.67 ±0.018 0.053 0.70 ±0.016 0.049
EnOI_MERRA2 0.66 ±0.018 0.054 0.70 ±0.016 0.049
EnOI_MERRA2-Clim 0.65 ±0.019 0.054 0.68 ±0.016 0.050
eOL_NLDAS 0.67 ±0.018 0.053 0.71 ±0.015 0.048
EnKF_NLDAS 0.69 ±0.017 0.052 0.73 ±0.015 0.047
EnOI_NLDAS 0.68 ±0.018 0.052 0.72 ±0.015 0.048
EnOI_NLDAS Clim 0.67 ±0.018 0.053 0.71 ±0.015 0.048
rzsm (0− 100) cm, (m3m−3)
eOL_MERRA 0.63 ±0.021 0.041 0.68 ±0.017 0.042
EnKF_MERRA2 0.66 ±0.020 0.040 0.71 ±0.016 0.040
EnOI_MERRA2 0.65 ±0.020 0.040 0.71 ±0.016 0.040
EnOI_MERRA2-Clim 0.65 ±0.020 0.040 0.70 ±0.016 0.041
eOL_NLDAS 0.67 ±0.019 0.041 0.75 ±0.014 0.041
EnKF_NLDAS 0.66 ±0.019 0.041 0.75 ±0.014 0.041
EnOI_NLDAS 0.65 ±0.020 0.041 0.75 ±0.014 0.041
EnOI_NLDAS Clim 0.67 ±0.019 0.041 0.75 ±0.014 0.041

Number of stations: a Nsfzsm = 151, b Nrzsm = 138, c Nsfzsm = 108, d Nrzsm = 85.

Figure 7b and Table 3 show the domain average root-zone correlation between the EnKF, EnOI,
EnOI-Clim and the eOL with the in situ stations. The EnKF and EnOI driven by MERRA-2 forcing
have equal skill (R = 0.71 for both DA algorithms) for the comparison with the USCRN network, and
the improvement relative to the eOL (R = 0.68) is close to being statistically significant at the 95% level.
The EnOI-Clim also shows an improvement when compared to the USCRN (R = 0.7); however, the
improvement is not significant at the 95% level. For SCAN using MERRA-2 forcing, all of the filters
show improvements compared to the eOL_MERRA2, but none are statistically significant. Using the
NLDAS forcing, both the USCRN and SCAN comparisons show that the filters have a lower skill in
the root-zone than the eOL_NLDAS; however, the difference is not statistically significant. Here, the
EnOI_NLDAS Clim has the best skill, most likely because of the small corrections done by the filter in
some regions of the domain (see discussion in Section 5.1).

Figure 7c,d are the same as Figure 7a,b, except they show the statistics for the regions favourable
for soil moisture DA. These are regions where the water fraction in the grid-cell is below 5%, (i.e.,
excluding lakes), there is no permanent snow or ice, and there is little dense vegetation, i.e., forest,
and/or no strong topography in the grid-cell. The only statistically significant improvement in
root-zone SM is seen for the EnKF over USCRN stations located in regions favourable for soil moisture
DA. Here, the correlation value increases from 0.67 (eOL_MERRA2) to 0.7 (EnKF). The overall model
performance (eOL) is however found to be lower when computed for favourable areas than for the
whole domain. A likely reason for this is that the stations in the southeast with high initial correlations
are left out of the overall statistics, since they are in a region unfavourable for soil moisture DA. It is
expected that the DA analysis will have very little impact over this region, hence it is not included in
the overall statistics. The favourable vs. unfavourable regions are in this way not reflecting regions
with high initial eOL skill, but regions where we expect that the DA can have a positive impact,
regardless of the initial skill of the eOL.

Overall, there were small differences between the EnKF and EnOI filters, while the EnOI-Clim
had the lowest correlation skill (Table 3). The small differences between the EnKF and EnOI can
be explained by two things: (i) the relatively long time-window between observations in the same
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grid-cell allows the spread in the EnKF to approach that of the EnOI, and (ii) the non-chaotic behaviour
of the system suppresses the importance of the initial conditions in the forward model integrations.
Points (i) and (ii) imply that it is limited how different a forward integration of an ensemble (EnKF)
can be from that of a single model trajectory (EnOI). Skill improvements were smaller when utilizing
observation corrected forcing (NLDAS); however, we did see that, when utilizing a model derived
forcing (MERRA-2) and land DA, we were able to get comparable skill between the land DA analysis
and the ensemble open-loop run with observation corrected forcing. We still saw these improvements
using the EnOI highlighting the potential use of this computationally cheaper method for estimating
soil moisture.

5.2.2. Unbiased Root Mean Square Difference

In Figure 8a, we have plotted the surface zone unbiased root mean square difference (ubrmsd),
between the eOL (using MERRA-2 forcing) and the SCAN (triangles) and USCRN (circles) networks.
Low/high ubrmsd values are depicted with yellow/blue values, respectively. The lowest ubrmsd
values are found in regions where the SM variability is naturally limited (dry regions to the west),
while higher values are found where the SM variability is high (the wetter east). The ∆ubrmsd for
the EnKF_MERRA2 minus the eOL_MERRA2 metric is plotted in Figure 8b, blue regions indicate
that the EnKF_MERRA2 has improved the ubrmsd skill and the opposite for red regions. Both
the EnKF_MERRA2 and EnOI_MERRA2 show the largest increase in ubrmsd skill in the Midwest,
while the west coast and mountainous region have lower to no increase in ubrmsd skill. For the
EnOI_MERRA2-Clim, little ubrmsd change is seen in the west (along the Pacific coast) and in the south
(Arizona, New Mexico and Texas), which is likely linked to the smaller analysis increments found in
these regions—see Section 5.1.

Figure 8. (a) unbiased root mean square difference (ubrmsd, m3m−3) between the ensemble open-loop
(eOL) surface zone soil moisture and the SCAN (triangles) and USCRN (circles) stations. Yellow/blue
colours indicate low/high ubrmsd; (b) ∆ubrmsd (EnKF minus eOL); blue/red colours indicate
positive/negative impact of the analysis (229 of 259 stations improved); (c) ∆ubrmsd (EnOI minus eOL)
(201 of 259 stations improved); (d) ∆ubrmsd (EnOI-Clim minus eOL) (197 of 259 stations improved).
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The root-zone eOL_MERRA2 ubrmsd for the SCAN (triangles) and USCRN (circles) networks are
plotted in Figure 9a, low/high values are depicted in yellow/blue colours, respectively. The natural
variability of root-zone SM is lower than that of the surface, hence more stations have lower values
in this figure than in Figure 8a. Figure 9b is the root-zone ∆ubrmsd between the EnKF_MERRA2
and the eOL_MERRA2. Improvements (blue colours) are mostly found in the Midwest, while most
negative EnKF_MERRA2 analysis impacts are found in the southeast, east and in the mountain ranges
to the west. Figure 9c, shows the ∆ubrmsd for the EnOI_MERRA2, as for the EnKF_MERRA2 most
improvements are found in the Midwest. As seen for the surface zone, the domain average absolute
value is smaller for the EnOI_MERRA2-Clim than for the EnKF_MERRA2 and the EnOI_MERRA2. A
likely reason for the EnOI_MERRA2-Clim to have more stations with positive improvements is that
the analysis increments are smaller for this filter.

Figure 9. (a) unbiased root mean square difference (ubrmsd, m3m−3) between the ensemble open-loop
(eOL) root-zone soil moisture and the SCAN (triangles) and USCRN (circles) stations. Yellow/blue
colours indicate low/high ubrmsd; (b) ∆ubrmsd (EnKF minus eOL), blue/red colours indicate
positive/negative impact of the analysis (148 of 223 stations improved); (c) ∆ubrmsd (EnOI minus eOL)
(127 of 223 stations improved); (d) ∆ubrmsd (EnOI-Clim minus eOL) (130 of 223 stations improved).

Figure 10a–d present a summary of the ubrmsd statistics for all stations and stations located
in regions favourable for soil moisture DA. For the surface zone, in Figure 10a, the largest
improvements are seen for the EnKF_MERRA2 (0.053/0.049 m3m3), while the EnOI_MERRA2
(0.054/0.049 m3m3) and EnOI_MERRA2-Clim (0.054/0.05 m3m3) also improve, relative to the
eOL_MERRA2 (0.057/0.052 m3m3), for SCAN and USCRN, respectively.

The EnKF_MERRA2 has a spatial average for the surface ∆ubrmsd of −0.0036 m3m3; this is larger
in magnitude than the EnOI_MERRA2 which has a value of−0.0031 m3m3 and the EnOI_MERRA2-Clim
with −0.0024 m3m3. These values are close to what De Lannoy and Reichle [12] report in their
study for the EnKF assimilating SMOS SM retrievals. Little change is seen in surface ubrmsd for
the EnKF_NLDAS, EnOI_NLDAS and EnOI_NLDAS-Clim when compared to the eOL_NLDAS.
However, as for the correlation, we note that the ubrmsd skill of the EnKF_MERRA2 is close to that of
the eOL_NLDAS.
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A root-zone ubrmsd target value of 0.04 m3m3 is set in the literature for SMAP-L4 products
over favourable areas [38,49]. It is useful to compare our analysis results with that of the SMAP-L4
requirements. From the summary statistics in Figure 10d, we see that the SMAP-L4 requirements are
met for all three filters over the USCRN stations using MERRA2 forcing. For the model runs using
NLDAS forcing, the requirement is already met for the open-loop run over the USCRN stations. The
domain average of the ∆ubrmsd for all stations is smaller than for the surface zone, −0.001 m3m3

(EnKF_MERRA2), −0.001 m3m3 (EnOI_MERRA2) and −0.0007 m3m3 (EnOI_MERRA-Clim).

Figure 10. Summary statistics for the unbiased root mean square difference (ubrmsd, m3m−3) between
the model and in situ data, computed for all stations (a,b) and favourable regions (c,d). (a) domain
average surface zone ubrmsd, eOL (black), EnKF (dark blue), EnOI (light blue) and EnOI-Clim
(turquoise); (b) domain average root-zone ubrmsd.
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Interpreting the improvements in ubrmsd is difficult because, for dry regions, the ubrmsd
is naturally low, since the variability of SM for dry regions is low [17,49]. Looking at the spatial
distribution of the surface zone ∆ubrmsd, in Figure 8b,c, most of the stations show negative values
(positive analysis impact). This indicates that the improvements are due to the EnKF_MERRA2 and
the EnOI_MERRA2 analysis, and not just a statistical artifact. We cannot say the same for the root-zone,
as the spatial patterns here are more a mix between an increase and a decrease in skill. In addition, as
for dry regions, root-zone SM has a naturally low variability making it difficult to interpret the results.

5.3. Satellite Skill: Comparison between ESA CCI, SMAP and SMOS Using the EnOI

In this section, we evaluate the results of the assimilation of the ESA CCI, SMAP and SMOS
products. As in the intercomparison of the EnKF, EnOI and EnOI-Clim filters, we evaluate the results
in this section against in situ stations. We apply the EnOI with the eOL ensemble as the background
error-covariance, since it was found to have comparable skill to the EnKF, while being computationally
cheaper—see Sections 5.1 and 5.2. In the assimilation of the three datasets, we use the MERRA-2
forcing, and the ESA CCI, SMAP and SMOS time-series that are all normalized to the eOL run using
CDF-matching prior to the assimilation. The assimilation of the three different satellite products and
the corresponding evaluation is done for the 31.03.2015 to 31.12.2016 time-period.

Figure 11a–b and Table 4 show the summary of the domain average surface and root-zone
correlation between the eOL and in situ, EnOI_ESA and in situ, EnOI_SMAP and in situ and
EnOI_SMOS and in situ. The average metrics are only computed for stations covered by the ESA
CCI product and in regions favourable for soil moisture DA, hence the domain mean differs from
the one shown in Figure 7. The surface zone correlation in Figure 11a shows that the EnOI_MERRA2
assimilation of SMAP data improves the correlation from 0.63 and 0.64 (eOL) to 0.68 and 0.7 at the
95% significance level for the SCAN and USCRN networks, respectively. The assimilation of SMAP
is also seen to have the largest positive impact on the surface ubrmsd skill when comparing the
three L2 datasets (Table 4). For the EnOI_NLDAS analysis, only assimilation of SMAP data slightly
improves the correlation when compared to the eOL run. The SMOS assimilation stays neutral, while
the assimilation of the ESA CCI product has a decrease in skill compared to the eOL (Table 4).

Table 4. Satellite skill metrics at SCAN and USCRN networks using MERRA-2 atmospheric forcing.
The Pearson R correlation coefficient with half values of the 95% confidence interval (CI) for the
individual experiments. The experiments with highest skill metrics are highlighted in bold.

SCAN a,b USCRN c,d

Exp. R CI Ubrmsd R CI Ubrmsd

sfzsm (0− 5) cm, (m3m−3)
eOL_MERRA 0.63 ±0.019 0.061 0.64 ±0.018 0.054
EnOI_SMAP 0.68 ±0.017 0.057 0.70 ±0.016 0.050
EnOI_SMOS 0.66 ±0.018 0.058 0.68 ±0.017 0.051
EnOI_ESA 0.65 ±0.018 0.059 0.65 ±0.018 0.053
rzsm (0− 100) cm, (m3m−3)
eOL_MERRA 0.64 ±0.020 0.043 0.63 ±0.019 0.042
EnOI_SMAP 0.67 ±0.019 0.042 0.68 ±0.017 0.041
EnOI_SMOS 0.66 ±0.019 0.043 0.66 ±0.018 0.041
EnOI_ESA 0.67 ±0.019 0.042 0.64 ±0.018 0.042

Number of stations: a Nsfzsm = 86, b Nrzsm = 86, c Nsfzsm = 47, d Nrzsm = 41.

Summary statistics for the the root-zone correlations with in situ data are found in Table 4 and in
Figure 11b. The EnOI_MERRA2 assimilation of SMAP shows a statistically significant improvement
for the USCRN stations (from 0.63 to 0.68 at a 95% level), and an improvement from 0.64 to 0.67 for the
SCAN stations. Both the SMOS and the ESA CCI assimilation using EnOI_MERRA2 are also found to
increase the root-zone skill over the eOL run. A slight decrease in skill is seen for the EnOI_NLDAS
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assimilation of SMAP and SMOS; however, the confidence intervals are still overlapping. As seen in
the surface zone, we also see a decrease in skill using the ESA CCI in the EnOI_NLDAS assimilation.
Spatial maps of ∆R (not shown) indicate that the reason for the decrease in skill is not due to individual
outliers, but an overall decrease in skill over several stations. We emphasize that the overall skill
is computed for the same stations for the ESA CCI, SMAP and SMOS analysis, hence individual
station characteristics should not have an impact on the difference in overall statistics between the
three datasets. The most likely reason for the SMAP-L2 and SMOS-L2 analysis to yield better results
than the ESA CCI analysis is that they are more sensitive to soil moisture (L-band), while most of
the observations utilized in the ESA CCI product were C-band, for both the active and passive data.
There is reason to expect that, when the ESA CCI product integrates more SMAP and SMOS data,
the skill of the ESA CCI assimilation will increase. The assimilation of SMAP and SMOS showed
slightly better performance for SMAP than for SMOS. These two satellites both operate in the L-band
and use the same radiative transfer equation (τ −ω model). Al-Yaari et al. [74] compared SMAP and
SMOS soil moisture data and found that SMAP had better skill. Our results agree with this skill
difference between SMAP and SMOS as seen in [74], only here it is not seen by direct intercomparison
of the retrieved soil moisture products, but via the SMAP land DA analysis performing better than
the SMOS land DA analysis. They point at the difference in ancillary data (land cover dataset), model
parameterizations, and RFI mitigation and detection to be some of the reasons for the difference in
skill. In addition, the reported instrument error (for Level-1 data) is lower for SMAP (∼1 K) compared
to SMOS (∼3–3.5 K) [75].

Figure 11. Summary statistics for the assimilation of SMAP (dark blue), SMOS (light blue) and ESA
CCI (turquoise), surface and root-zone Pearson R correlation coefficient. Statistics are only computed
for stations covered by the ESA CCI product; this is to ensure a fair intercomparison. (a) domain
average surface zone R, eOL (black), SMAP (dark blue), SMOS (light blue) and ESA CCI (turquoise);
(b) domain average root-zone R.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we first compared three different data assimilation (DA) methods, the EnKF, the
EnOI and the EnOI-Clim by assimilating the SMAP-L2 soil moisture (SM) product over the contiguous
United States (CONUS) using MERRA-2 meteorological forcing. The correlation and ubrmsd skill
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of the resulting DA analysis was evaluated against independent in situ data from the Soil Climate
Analysis Network (SCAN) and the U.S. Climate reference network (USCRN). It was shown that the
EnKF had the highest correlation skill (average of the SCAN and USCRN networks) when compared
to in situ stations (0.685 surface and 0.681 root-zone), while the correlation skill of the EnOI was close
to that of the EnKF (0.68 surface and 0.68 root-zone). The EnKF ubrmsd skill (average of the SCAN
and USCRN networks) was 0.051 m3m3 (surface) and 0.04 m3m3 (root-zone), again, the EnOI skill
was close with ubrmsd of 0.0515 m3m3 (surface) and 0.04 m3m3 (root-zone). Given that the EnOI is
computationally cheaper than the EnKF and it still offers much of the same benefits, it could be a
promising alternative to the EnKF. The downside is that it does not use a flow dependent ensemble
spread as a measure of the analysis uncertainty. This might not be that important though, as the
assimilation window is so long that the ensemble spread of the EnKF is close to that of the ensemble
open-loop (eOL) spread, making the differences in background error between the two filters minor.
This can be explained by the nature of the soil moisture dynamics, which is stable with respect to
initial conditions [76]. Thus, the findings may be extrapolated to other stable dynamical systems. The
EnOI-Clim performed poorest, especially for dry regions, where the climatological spread was found
to be too low. However, there should be potential to improve the EnOI-Clim results by, for example,
looking more into sampling methods of the background error.

The impact of the atmospheric forcing on the analysis results was evaluated by assimilating SMAP
data using the EnKF and the EnOI with MERRA-2 (model derived) and NLDAS (observation corrected)
atmospheric forcing as model input. The largest improvements from an eOL run in correlation and
ubrsmd were seen when we used the MERRA-2 atmospheric forcing data. This dataset had no
precipitation correction, yet the initial skill was high when comparing the eOL forced by MERRA-2
data to in situ stations. The EnKF and the EnOI assimilation of SMAP showed statistically significant
improvements in the surface zone correlation at the 95% level, while root-zone improvements were
only found for USCRN stations located in regions favourable for soil moisture DA. Our results indicate
that land DA of SMAP-L2 data can account for random errors in the atmospheric forcing dataset. We
base this statement on the fact that our EnKF and EnOI analysis using MERRA-2 forcing; both had
comparable skill to the eOL run using NLDAS atmospheric forcing data. This could be important for
regions of the world where high-quality meteorological forcing and observation data are missing, such
as over the high northern latitudes and Africa.

Finally, we assimilated the ESA CCI, SMAP and SMOS SM products using the EnOI and MERRA-2
atmospheric forcing. Here, we wanted to evaluate the satellite impact on the land DA analysis. We
computed surface and root-zone correlations between the three analysis products and the in situ SM
data, over regions favourable for soil moisture DA. We found that assimilation of the SMAP-L2 product
had the highest correlation skill, 0.69 for the surface and 0.68 for the root-zone SM. The SMOS-L2 product
had the second highest overall correlation skill, 0.67 for the surface and 0.66 for the root-zone SM. While
the ESA CCI product had the lowest correlation skill, 0.65 for the surface and 0.66 for the root-zone.

Land DA of SMAP data were found to perform better than assimilation of SMOS and ESA CCI
data. The differences between the SMAP and SMOS analysis skill were minor, and our analysis results
support other studies indicating that SMAP SM data perform slightly better than SMOS SM data when
compared to in situ stations [74].

In general, our work supports other studies showing that assimilation of surface SM observations
from satellites could improve the surface zone SM in land surface models [8,12,17,23,77]. It also agrees
well with the same studies showing the difficulty of getting a statistically significant improvement
in the root-zone SM. While the improvements in root-zone skill were minor, we did see that, using
SMAP-L2 data, in combination with the MERRA-2 forcing improved the surface zone skill, even when
using the computationally cheaper EnOI (in a statistically significantly manner). This result highlights
the potential of the EnOI and SMAP-L2 combination for improving estimates of surface soil moisture.
However, more work is needed on how to propagate this information into the root-zone.
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Abstract: Mapping drought from space using, e.g., surface soil moisture (SSM), has become viable in
the last decade. However, state of the art SSM retrieval products suffer from very poor coverage over
northern latitudes. In this study, we propose an innovative drought indicator with a wider spatial and
temporal coverage than that obtained from satellite SSM retrievals. We evaluate passive microwave
brightness temperature observations from the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite
as a surrogate drought metric, and introduce a Standardized Brightness Temperature Index (STBI).
We compute the STBI by fitting a Gaussian distribution using monthly brightness temperature data
from SMOS; the normal assumption is tested using the Shapior-Wilk test. Our results indicate that
the assumption of normally distributed brightness temperature data is valid at the 0.05 significance
level. The STBI is validated against drought indices from a land surface data assimilation system
(LDAS-Monde), two satellite derived SSM indices, one from SMOS and one from the ESA CCI soil
moisture project and a standardized precipitation index based on in situ data from the European
Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D) project. When comparing the temporal dynamics of the
STBI to the LDAS-Monde drought index we find that it has equal correlation skill to that of the ESA
CCI soil moisture product (0.71). However, in addition the STBI provides improved spatial coverage
because no masking has been applied over regions with dense boreal forest. Finally, we evaluate the
STBI in a case study of the 2018 Nordic drought. The STBI is found to provide improved spatial and
temporal coverage when compared to the drought index created from satellite derived SSM over
the Nordic region. Our results indicate that when compared to drought indices from precipitation
data and a land data assimilation system, the STBI is qualitatively able to capture the 2018 drought
onset, severity and spatial extent. We did see that the STBI was unable to detect the 2018 drought
recovery for some areas in the Nordic countries. This false drought detection is likely linked to
the recovery of vegetation after the drought, which causes an increase in the passive microwave
brightness temperature, hence the STBI shows a dry anomaly instead of normal conditions, as seen for
the other drought indices. We argue that the STBI could provide additional information for drought
monitoring in regions where the SSM retrieval problem is not well defined. However, it then needs
to be accompanied by a vegetation index to account for the recovery of the vegetation which could
cause false drought detection.

Keywords: SMOS; drought index; summer 2018 drought
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1. Introduction

Droughts cost society billions of dollars every year, estimates from the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) show that in the European Union alone droughts cost around 6.2 billion USD
per year [1]. This is also reflected in research activities on drought, which are rapidly increasing
compared to research on other types of natural hazards globally [2]. It is important to implement tools
that can monitor and warn about drought conditions, in order to mitigate and prevent losses from
droughts [3,4]. Such tools will provide policy and decision makers with a quantitative measure of
drought characteristics, allowing them to act upon scientifically based data. Drought indices from
different sources, i.e., satellite platforms, models and in situ observations are crucial components
of drought monitoring tools. By utilizing information (and creating drought indices) from multiple
sources one avoids relying too much on just one source of information and the possible failure of this
source to capture the drought.

In the spring and early summer of 2018 severe drought conditions developed in Nordic countries:
Norway, Sweden, Finland and Denmark [5,6]. The dry surface conditions set preconditions for
wildfires, decreased crop yield and increased crop failure, which resulted in large private and
governmental economic losses [6–9]. In Norway alone the preliminary payout from the government to
farmers (3 January 2019) reached 187 million USD, compared to 4.9 million USD per year on average
for the 2008–2017 period [7]. Late winter and early spring precipitation deficit lead to a decrease
in soil moisture (SM), which did not recover until late August and September [8]. For example,
the rainfall from May to July in Lund, Sweden, was only about half of the previous low record,
with observations dating back to 1748 [6]. Droughts are rare in the Nordic countries, and regional
monitoring capabilities and preventive measures were lacking, likely increasing the negative impacts
of the drought. Recent studies have found that climate change is likely to exacerbate droughts [10];
as a result, the drought will set in quicker and be more intense [11]. Although the Nordic region
is projected to get wetter conditions on average under climate change [12], aridity is expected
to increase during the boreal summer months [10], and thus a way of monitoring and mapping
droughts over the northern regions is much needed. One way of doing this is by satellite remote
sensing [13–15], as satellites could provide near-real-time observations covering large regions within
a relative short time-period.

Satellite retrieval of surface soil moisture (SSM) over northern latitudes is difficult because of
snow cover, high open water fraction, steep topography and dense boreal vegetation that affect the
microwave emissions from the soil [16]. This eventually results in large areas where the retrievals are
missing (masked), and hence the spatial and temporal coverage of satellite derived SM over this region
is poor. Although the inversion from brightness temperature to SM might be ill posed over northern
latitudes, the microwave signal will still carry information about water content in the vegetation
(VWC) and soil system [16,17]. Thus, anomalies in the water content of the vegetation-soil system
will be reflected in anomalies in the passive microwave brightness temperature. An advantage of
using the raw microwave signal is that we do not introduce auxiliary data, as done when for example
retrieving SM and vegetation optical depth (VOD). Computation of these variables usually depend on
field observations extended to the Global scale, as a result there might be large uncertainties associated
with these estimates, propagating into the SSM retrieval.

In this paper, we argue that when studying hydrological extremes, such as drought, we can
omit the satellite SM retrieval problem over northern latitudes and look at the raw radiances
(microwave brightness temperature, Tb) instead. The rationale is that the Tb is a convolution of
SM and VWC [14,18], hence it can be used to map drought (onset, extent and recovery) from space
over northern latitudes, a region where SM retrieval products have large spatial and temporal gaps.
These spatio-temporal gaps are present because of, for example dense boreal vegetation seen in Finland,
Sweden and eastern parts of Norway, and because of frozen soil and snow cover in the Alpine regions
in southern Norway and along the coast of northern Norway. Regions with frozen soil and snow
cover during the boreal summer months (June, July and August) are limited (and small in extent),
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thus we argue that it will not affect our conclusions regarding using the Tb as a drought index. In this
work, we introduce the Standardized Brightness Temperature Index (STBI) for drought monitoring
over northern high latitudes. Due to its close relation to SSM we compare and validate the STBI index
against two SSM indices and a one month precipitation index. The one month precipitation and SSM
indices have been found to closely describe agricultural drought [15,19,20].

This paper is divided into four parts, Section 1 introduces the paper, in Section 2 we present the
remote sensing, precipitation and modelling data; we also introduce the methods for the computation
of the standardized drought indices. In Section 3.1 we evaluate the temporal dynamics of the STBI
index using the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) from the gridded E-OBS in situ rainfall dataset,
and two Standardized Soil moisture Indices (SSI), one from the National Centre for Meteorological
Research (CNRS) Météo-France Land Data Assimilation System Monde (LDAS-Monde), and one
from the European Space Agency Climate Change Initiative (ESA CCI) satellite derived SM product.
In Section 3.2 a case study of the summer 2018 Nordic drought is used to evaluate the STBI drought
monitoring capabilities. Finally, in Section 4 we present our conclusions.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Remote Sensing Data

Launched in November 2009 by the European Space Agency (ESA), the Soil Moisture and Ocean
Salinity (SMOS) satellite is dedicated to measure passive microwave emissions in the L-band from the
Earth surface [16]. We use the SMOS Level-2 SMUDP2 version 650 reprocessed (2010–2017) and the
operational (April, May, June, July, August and September 2018) data for both the SM and horizontally
polarized brightness temperature (TbH). Thus, the SMOS SM and Tb indices are based on the same
baseline climatology. The data are obtained from the ESA SMOS dissemination service [21]. The SMOS
retrieval algorithm simultaneously retrieves SM and vegetation optical depth by using information
from mutli-angle observations of Tb at horizontal and vertical polarization. The SMOS retrieval is
done by minimizing the difference between the satellite observed and model simulated Tb, using the
L-band Microwave Emission of the Biosphere model (L-MEB) [16,22]. The horizontal polarization is
chosen because other studies show that it is more sensitive to SSM than the vertical polarization [23].
However, we saw very small to no difference when applying the vertical polarization instead of the
horizontal polarization in the computation of the microwave drought index, we therefore only show
results for the horizontal polarization.

At L-band the TbH is sensitive to SM in the upper 0–5 cm of the soil [24], and for very dry and
sandy regions even deeper than this [16]. Even though the L-band penetration depth is deeper during
very dry conditions a limitation of the satellite derived drought index will be the sensing depth, we are
still unable to quantify the amount of water in the root-zone. However, the STBI can provide valuable
information on surface water availability when plants develop [15] and for monitoring preconditions
of wildfire.

The microwave emissions are larger for a dry soil than for a wet soil [25], and the satellite observed
TbH also depends on the effective soil and canopy temperature [26]. In addition, the TbH is linked
to the VWC; an increase in VWC leads to an increase in the observed brightness temperature [18].
Effectively, this means that under dry vegetation conditions a larger fraction of the observed brightness
temperature over vegetated areas will come from the soil, as the vegetation masking of the signal will
be smaller than under wet conditions.

The SMOS Level-2 swath data are gridded to the Equal Area Scalable Earth (EASE) version 2.0 36 km
grid using a nearest neighbour method; this is done to avoid smoothing from an interpolation scheme.
The SMOS data are extracted for the period 1 July 2010 until 1 October 2018 (April, May and June 2010
are not utilized, following [27]). We only use the morning overpass to ensure that the land-atmosphere
system is as close as possible to thermal equilibrium. This means that the effective temperature of the
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soil-vegetation system is not dominated by one of the compartments (surface or vegetation canopy).
Which is important since the Tb is sensitive to the soil-vegetation effective temperature [16,24].

The TbH data are screened for values outside a range of 100–320 K [27]. Other than that we do
not do any detailed quality control, because part of this work is to see if the SMOS TbH data contains
drought information regardless of grid-cell properties. Monthly TbH climatology is computed by
averaging the ∼6 a.m. overpasses; this is done for April, May, June, July, August and September from
2010 (except April, May and June 2010) until 2018. Only grid-cells with nine years of data are included
in the climatology, except for April, May and June where we use eight years of data.

The monthly satellite derived SM from the ESA CCI SM project is extracted from the Copernicus
Climate Change Service (C3S) [28,29]. This is a state-of-the-art satellite derived SSM product, and will
therefore act as an important dataset for validation of the STBI index. In addition, by comparing the
STBI with the SSI_ESA_CCI index we can identify regions where the STBI could provide supplementary
information to an index based on satellite derived SSM. We utilize the COMBINED product, which is
a combination of SM retrievals from passive and active satellite sensors, such as METOP-A, METOP-B,
AMSR2 and SMOS [30]. The COMBINED product is posted on a 0.25◦ regular longitude/latitude
grid. The dataset spans from 1979 until present; however, because of spatial and temporal gaps in
the product, we only use data from April 2010 until October 2018 (i.e., the same time-period as the
SMOS-L2 product). This also ensures that the climatologies for the standardized indices are computed
over the same time-period.

2.2. Precipitation Data

In this study, we use the E-OBS version 17.0 precipitation dataset, which corresponds of in situ
rain gauge data posted on a 0.25◦ grid [31]. This dataset has undergone extensive quality control by
the data providers. Furthermore, the data have been designed to provide the best estimate of grid-cell
averages rather than point values. The data providers computed spatially distributed precipitation
values using a three-step interpolation method, first interpolating the monthly precipitation totals,
then interpolating daily anomalies using universal kriging, then finally, combining the monthly and
daily estimates [31]. By using this three-step method they were able to take into account that the
in situ stations are located in different climate zones across Europe. Data for June, July, August and
September 2018 are not included in v17.0 and were therefore downloaded separately. The E-OBS
dataset spans from 1st January 1950 until 1st October 2018. The one month Standardized Precipitation
Index (SPI-1) is applied to create a measure of drought, which is independent from the STBI (TbH)
data. Accumulated total precipitation for individual months is computed by summarizing daily
precipitation (mm/day) for each month separately from 1950 until October 2018.

2.3. LDAS-Monde Soil Moisture Data

Soil moisture analysis data are from the Land Data Assimilation System Monde
(LDAS-Monde) [32], which has recently been applied to monitor and forecast the impact of the 2018
summer drought on vegetation over central Europe [33]. We run the LDAS-Monde system over the
Nordic region using ERA-5 reanalysis atmospheric forcing data and the ISBA (Interaction between Soil
Biosphere and Atmosphere) land surface model [34,35] within the SURFEX v.8.1 (SURFace EXternalisée)
modelling framework [36]. Surface SM derived from the METOP satellite platforms and Leaf Area
Index (LAI) observation data from the Copernicus Global Land (CGL) service are assimilated into the
LDAS-Monde system using a simplified extended Kalman Filter (SEKF) [37–40]. The LDAS-Monde
system is setup at a 0.25◦ regular longitude/latitude grid. Monthly means for the 2010 to 2018 period
are created from the 6 a.m. SSM model data; this is done to correspond as closely as possible with the
SMOS overpass time and the TbH observations.
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2.4. Computation of the Standardized microwave Brightness Temperature Index (STBI)

In this section we introduce the new Standardized microwave Brightness Temperature Index
(STBI). In this work the STBI is based on SMOS data. However, it can also be estimated based on data
from other L-band satellites, for example, the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) NASA mission [24].
The STBI_SMOS is computed assuming that the TbH in each grid-cell follows a Gaussian probability
distribution. This assumption is tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test, where the null hypothesis is
that our sample comes from a normally distributed population. The Shapiro-Wilk test is based on
computation of the correlation between the data and the Gaussian quantile function based on their
ranks, and it is a powerful test for normallity of our data [41]. This test only checks if the data were
drawn from a normal distribution, it does not check what the parameters of that distribution might be.
Our null-hypothesis is that the data are normally distributed. If the p-value is smaller than a chosen
α value then the null-hypothesis is rejected and there is evidence that the data are not normally
distributed. If the p-value is larger than the chosen α value we cannot reject the null-hypothesis that the
data are normally distributed, hence the data are likely normally distributed. Here we follow [15,19]
and use a significance level of α = 0.05.

To fit the Gaussian distribution to the TbH data we use the maximum likelihood method (MLM);
this is done separately for each grid-cell. By fitting the data grid-cell by grid-cell we are able to take
into account the climatology of the individual grid-cells, and therefore it should be more accurate
than fitting the data over the whole domain, i.e., using one set of parameters for the whole domain.
As an alternative to the MLM we could, for example, have used the method of moments, however,
we argue that for this first attempt to compute the STBI it is not crucial for the conclusions of our
paper which method we use to fit the data. We do not compute the goodness-of-fit between our data
and the parametric distributions, since the parameters have been fitted using the available data [41].
A goodness-of-fit test is then likely to not reject the null hypothesis, i.e., that the observed data were
drawn from the distribution being fitted, when in fact it should have been rejected. We compute
the PDF of monthly TbH data, for each summer month. By integrating over (0, Tbi

H) we find the
probability of a given Tbi

H value. This value is then converted to a standardized index using:

STBI = Φ−1(p(Tbi
H)), (1)

where Φ−1 is the inverse standard normal distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation of
one. The standardization is based on an approximation detailed in [42].

2.5. Computation of the Standardized Soil moisture Index (SSI)

For comparison to the STBI_SMOS index we compute three standardized SM indices
(SSI_ESA_CCI, SSI_LDAS and SSI_SMOS), they are computed by assuming a Beta distribution
for the underlying SM data [15,19]. For the LDAS data, we average daily SM values at 6 a.m.
(which correspond to the SMOS overpass time) into monthly values. We use the monthly ESA
CCI data provided by the C3S, to compute the SSI_ESA_CCI index. For the SMOS SM product we
average available overpasses into a monthly climatology and compute the SSI_SMOS based on this.
The Beta probability distribution is given as:

f (θ) =
θα−1(1 − θ)β−1

B(α, β)
, (2)

where B = Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(α+β)

, θ is the volumetric SM content, Γ is the gamma function, α and β are shape
parameters. First we find the upper and lower limit on SM for each individual grid-cell and month.
We assume that the first/last 10 % of the sorted SM values are linearly related to their empirical
distribution function. After the computation of the upper and lower SM values, we find the Beta
distribution shape parameters (α and β) using the MLM. We then use Equation (2) to compute the PDF
of monthly SM, for each summer month. By integrating over (0, θ) we find the probability of a θ value.
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This value is then used in Equation (1), to find the standardized index (SSI). Negative/positive SSI
values are below/above the average climatology of SM and indicate a dry/wet period.

2.6. Computation of the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI)

For the sake of comparison with the land surface drought indices (STBI and SSI) we also compute
a Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI). The SPI is frequently used in studies and monitoring of
meteorological drought, see for example [3,20]. The SPI is used to characterize droughts at time-scales
of 1 to 36 months. On shorter time-scales the SPI is found to be closely related to SM drought,
while at longer time-scales it is more closely related to groundwater drought. We therefore follow
the approaches in [15,20] where they use the one month SPI for comparison to other SM drought
indices. The general interpretation of the SPI is that it expresses the number of standard deviations the
anomaly deviates from the long-term mean. In the computation of the SPI-1 we use a non-parametric
standardization approach. We apply an empirical relationship because the length of the dataset
allows this (69 years), and we avoid assuming one constant parametric distribution function for each
grid-cell [42]. It has been found that the SPI can be sensitive to the choice of parametric distribution,
and in addition, different recommendations on what parametric distribution to use for modelling
precipitation are reported, see [43] and references therein. We also choose to use the whole length of
the precipitation data, because we want to study the 2018 drought in a historical perspective. This is
one of the limitations of the STBI index, since it only goes back to 2010. The same approach has been
applied by [42], where they compute a standardized relative humidity index based on 11 years of
satellite data. On such short time-scales the drought index can provide valuable information about
current conditions, however, it cannot put the extreme event in a historical perspective. The empirical
probabilities of the E-OBS precipitation data are computed for each individual grid-cell, using the
empirical Gringorten plotting position [44].

p(rainf) =
i − 0.44
n + 0.12

, (3)

where i is the rank of the precipitation data from the smallest value, and n is the sample size.
The constants 0.44 and 0.12 are unique for this plotting position. The empirical probabilities are
converted to a standardized index using Equation (1).

Negative or positive SPI-1/SSI values indicate a below (dry) or above (wet) average climatology
for the precipitation or SM, respectively. For the STBI_SMOS a high and therefore warm TbH reflects
drier conditions, while a low and cold TbH reflects wetter conditions. We therefore multiply the
STBI_SMOS with −1, for the sake of comparison with the SPI-1 and SSI. An overview of the computed
drought indices are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of drought indices. Baseline climatology, availability, PDF used for fitting and the
resulting index name.

Dataset Time-Period Latency Fitting Distribution Index

SMOS-L2 Tb 2010–2018 8–12 h Gaussian STBI_SMOS
SMOS-L2 SM 2010–2018 8–12 h Beta SSI_SMOS
LDAS-Monde SM 2010–2018 n/a Beta SSI_LDAS
ESA CCI COMBINED SM 2010–2018 10 days Beta SSI_ESA_CCI
E-OBS Precip. 1950–2018 1 month Empirical SPI-1
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Evaluation of the Proposed Standardized Microwave Brightness Temperature Index

3.1.1. TbH Probability Distribution

We show the result of the Shapiro-Wilk test on the normality assumption for TbH during the
boreal summer (June, July and August) months. In Figure 1a grid-cells in dark blue show where the
null-hypothesis was not rejected, light blue grid-cells show where the null-hypothesis was rejected.
White regions over land show where we had less than eight years of data for the Shapiro-Wilk test,
these regions are excluded in the calculation.
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Figure 1. (a) Shapiro-Wilk test for normality of the TbH distribution shown for July. Dark blue
regions null-hypothesis is not rejected, i.e., the data appears to be normally distributed. Light blue
regions null-hypothesis is rejected, and white regions (over land) had too few years of data for
testing. (b) Example PDFs of the fitted brightness temperature for boreal summmer months, June (red),
July (blue) and August (black) for the grid-cell covering 63.7◦ N and 12.0◦ E.

The Gaussian fit to the TbH for June (red), July (blue) and August (black) are shown for one
grid-cell (63.7◦ N and 12.0◦ E) in Figure 1 b). The distributions show that June has a lower mean TbH

than July and August, with July being on average the warmest. The drought index value is computed
by integrating the PDFs over (0, TbH). The integral is approximated by a summation up to the TbH

value of interest.

3.1.2. Temporal and Spatial Patterns of the Drought Indices

Figure 2 shows time-series of the SPI-1 (blue), STBI_SMOS (cyan), SSI_LDAS (red) and
SSI_ESA_CCI (mangenta) over a grid-cell in Sweden (61.9◦ N and 16.3◦ E) (a) and Norway (60.0◦ N and
11.5◦ E) (b) from 2010 until 2018 for the boreal summer months, June, July and August. The two regions
were selected to represent a region with and without the SSI_ESA_CCI data, and therefore show how
the STBI_SMOS can represent regions where SM retrievals are masked. Furthermore, these two regions
were affected by the 2018 summer drought, as seen from the negative anomalies in the indices for 2018.

Depending on the severity, a drought can be classified into a drought scale or D-scale, detailed
explanation of this scale is provided in [3], see their Table 1. In this classification an SSI below 0.5 is
defined as being abnormally dry, and corresponding to a 30 % probability of occurrence. The D0 value
as described in [3] is the lowest on the drought scale ranging from D0 to D4, where D1 is a moderate
drought and D4 is described as an exceptional drought. Following [42], we use the D0 as a drought
onset threshold, we see that for the regions in Figure 2a,b, severe drought conditions (see 2018 summer)
is captured by the STBI_SMOS. The STBI_SMOS does not only capture dry events, it also captures
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years where a month is wetter than normal (index larger than zero). However, for positive index
anomalies there seems to be more false events (e.g., June 2015 in Sweden, and June 2015 in Norway)
than for the dry events.
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Figure 2. (a) Time-series of the SPI-1 (blue), STBI_SMOS (cyan) and SSI_LDAS (red) over a grid-cell
in Sweden (61.9◦ N and 16.3◦ E) from 2010 until 2018 for the boreal summer months June, July and
August. The horizontal black dotted line indicate D0 drought conditions, see text for further explanation.
Please note that for this region there were no observations for the computation of the SSI_ESA_CCI.
(b) Same as a) but for a grid-cell in Norway (60.0◦ N and 11.5◦ E), here observations from the ESA CCI
were available for the computation of the SSI_ESA_CCI drought index. For the different indices the
grid-cell sizes are: 0.36◦ for the STBI_SMOS and 0.25◦ for the SPI-1, SSI_LDAS and SSI_ESA_CCI

We evaluate how well the STBI_SMOS, SSI_ESA_CCI and SPI-1 could capture the temporal
dynamics of the SM drought by computing the correlation coefficients between the SSI_LDAS and
the other metrics (STBI_SMOS, SSI_ESA_CCI and SPI-1). The LDAS-Monde index is then used as the
reference index. This is justified by the fact that it incorporates both model and observation data in
a data assimilation system. Other studies have shown that land data assimilation systems are able to
correct for errors in precipitation datasets, and as a result, improve the representation of SSM (see for
example [45]). Another example is provided by [46], where the authors show that the LDAS-Monde
improves the representation of the 2012 US corn belt drought. We do not claim that the LDAS-Monde
based data are superior to the other sources of data over this region. However, because of its use of
state-of-the-art atmospheric forcing from ERA-5 and by combining SSM and LAI from satellites with
model derived SSM and LAI it should be better than comparing with a model alone or to the satellite
observations alone. It is also the best we can do for providing an independent reference index with
a spatial scale close to that of the satellites.

In the computation of the correlation coefficient, we used June, July and August (boreal summer)
data together from 2010 until 2018 to increase the number of data-points. The domain average
was only computed for grid-cells where the Pearson correlation value was statistically significant
at the 0.05 level. Figure 3a shows the Pearson correlation coefficient between the STBI_SMOS and
SSI_LDAS, regions with no values (grey regions over land) had a correlation not different from zero
at the 0.05 significance level. Most of the domain has a high correlation, except regions in south
central Norway and from mid-Norway to northern Norway. In Figure 3b the Pearson correlation
coefficient between the SSI_ESA_CCI and SSI_LDAS is shown. Here large regions in the Nordic
countries (Norway, Sweden and Finland) have non significant correlation. This is likely because the
SSI_ESA_CCI index has large regions with missing data for the individual months, thus resulting in
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a non-significant correlation and discarded values (grey regions in Figure 3). Summary statistics for
the spatial correlations are shown in Table 2.
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Correlation between STBI_SMOS and SSI_LDAS Correlation between SSI_ESA_CCI and SSI_LDAS

a)
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0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
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Figure 3. (a) Pearson correlation coefficient between the STBI_SMOS and SSI_LDAS, red regions
indicate a high positive correlation, masked (grey) regions have a correlation not significantly different
from zero. (b) Same as a) but for the Pearson correlation between the SSI_ESA_CCI and SSI_LDAS

The STBI_SMOS has a correlation with the SSI_LDAS of 0.71, it also has the highest number
of grid-cells with a statistically significant correlation value (N = 2437 out of 2997 grid-cells (81 %)).
The SSI_ESA_CCI index had a correlation of 0.70 with the SSI_LDAS index, and significant values
in N = 1523 out of 2997 (∼ 51 %) grid-cells. Finally, the SPI-1 correlation with SSI_LDAS was 0.56
for N = 1537 out of 2997 (∼ 51 %) grid-cells. The high correlation between the STBI_SMOS and the
SSI_LDAS indicate that the STBI_SMOS is able to capture the variability in the SM over the Nordic region
as good as the SSI_ESA_CCI index. The number of grid-cells with statistically significant correlation
values are higher for the STBI_SMOS than for the SSI_ESA_CCI, hence it provides better spatial coverage
than the satellite derived SM index. To check that the high-correlation is not only found in regions where
the SSI_ESA_CCI data were missing, we also compute the correlation for grid-cells covered by both
products, see Table 2. Here the mean correlation is only taken for grid-cells where we have data for all
the four indices (resulting in 800 of 2997 land grid-cells being covered, i.e., 27 %).

Table 2. Pearson R correlation coefficient between the SSI_LDAS and the, STBI_SMOS, SSI_ESA_CCI
and the SPI-1. Computed for individual grid-cells (27 datapoints) and summed over the whole domain
(all columns) and over grid-cells with overlap between all datasets (overlap columns). N indicates
grid-cells with statistically significant correlation at the 0.05 level, total number of land grid-cells
were 2997.

Index
All Overlap

R N R N

STBI_SMOS 0.71 2437 0.70 800
SSI_ESA_CCI 0.70 1523 0.70 800
SPI-1 0.56 1537 0.56 800

3.2. Case Study of the Summer 2018 Drought

To further evaluate the performance of the STBI for drought mapping we utilized the 2018 summer
drought over the Nordic countries as a case study.
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3.2.1. Comparison between the STBI_SMOS, SSI_LDAS, SSI_ESA_CCI, SPI-1 and SSI_SMOS

The limited number of reliable satellite derived SM observations in the SMOS-L2 (Figure 4q–t) and
ESA CCI COMBINED product (Figure 4i–l) motivated our attempt to describe the 2018 Nordic drought
using the observed brightness temperature (TbH). In addition to the poor coverage, the Standardized Soil
moisture Index for SMOS (SSI_SMOS) exhibits noisy patterns, and little resemblance to the SSI_LDAS
in Figure 4. Comparing the STBI in Figure 4a–d) to the SSI_ESA_CCI in Figure 4i–l) we see that the
STBI_SMOS has a better spatial coverage than the SSI_ESA_CCI. Large regions over Sweden and northern
Finland are not covered by the SSI_ESA_CCI. This problem is addressed by using the TbH data.

Figure 4a,e,i,m,q show the STBI_SMOS, SSI_LDAS, SSI_ESA_CCI, SPI-1 and SSI_SMOS for May 2018
over the Nordic region. The SPI-1 indicates a precipitation deficit for most of the domain. The STBI_SMOS,
SSI_LDAS and SSI_ESA_CCI show that northern parts of Norway and the mountain regions in the south
of Norway are wetter (colder for the STBI) than usual. This signal might come from late snowmelt wetting
the soil in the northern latitudes and the mountainous regions in southern Norway. We also note that
southern parts of Sweden and Finland are drier (warmer) than usual for the STBI_SMOS, SSI_LDAS
and SSI_ESA_CCI. In general, the spatial patterns for May are very similar for the STBI and SSI_LDAS,
although the STBI overestimates the wet regions in northern Norway and in Finland.

Next we examine the indices during June 2018. Figure 4b,f,j,n,r show the STBI_SMOS, SSI_LDAS,
SSI_ESA_CCI, SPI-1 and SSI_SMOS, respectively. The dry conditions seen in the SPI-1 continue in eastern
Norway, southern Sweden and Denmark. Northern parts of Norway and most of Finland experience
rainy conditions seen from the SPI-1. Eastern Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark and the Baltic countries
have a dry anomaly in the STBI_SMOS, SSI_LDAS and SSI_ESA_CCI. Northern parts of Sweden and
Finland have missing values for the SSI_ESA_CCI index; however, the STBI_SMOS shows similar patterns
as the SSI_LDAS, except for the wet regions in southwestern and northern Norway. When comparing the
STBI_SMOS to the SSI_LDAS we see that the STBI_SMOS captures the wet (cold) regions in the east of the
domain. The reason why the STBI is able to capture wet/dry anomalies is because of its close relationship
to SSM. This is why L-band radiometers are used for SM retrievals in the first place. The large difference
in dielectric constant between water (∼80) and dry soil (∼3), results in a large range in the emissivity
of the soil, and therefore also the soil brightness temperature [47]. Low/high brightness temperature
indicates that the surface is wet/dry. The STBI can therefore also detect wet anomalies (such as water
ponding on the surface), which can be useful in monitoring flood and/or heavy precipitation events.
Typically, for heavy precipitation events where you get water ponding on the surface, the SM retrieval
does not make any sense, and the retrieval is omitted [16].

In July in Figure 4c,g,k,o,s the SPI-1 shows a dry anomaly for Norway, Sweden, Finland and
Denmark. In July, drought conditions were dominant over most of the domain, except for regions in the
south central and east, which is reflected in all of the indices. Again, there are gaps in the SSI_ESA_CCI
over large regions of Sweden and Finland. These gaps are not present in the STBI_SMOS, which is
consistent with the SSI_LDAS, showing dry anomalies for this region. Close to normal conditions in
northern parts of Poland are found for both the STBI_SMOS and the SSI_LDAS for July; this is not
seen for the SSI_ESA_CCI.

In August most of Norway experienced wetter than usual conditions (seen from the SPI-1), this is
reflected in the SSI_ESA_CCI and the SSI_LDAS, but not in the STBI_SMOS, see Figure 4d,h,l,p. One reason
for this could be precipitation intercepted by the vegetation, increasing the VWC, again increasing the
emissivity from the vegetation [18]. Higher emissivity from a recovering vegetation could therefore mask
out precipitation events and cause a false drought signal, as seen in August 2018. We see this as an
argument for simultaneously retrieving SSM and VOD, as applying a constant (in time) VOD value would
likely cause the SSM retrieval to be drier than expected because of the increased Tb from the vegetation.

The SPI-1, SSI_LDAS and SSI_ESA_CCI are all on the same spatial scale (∼25 km), however the
STBI_SMOS is posted on a coarser (∼36 km) grid. In Figure 2 we plotted the time-series of the grid-cell
closest to the given latitude/longitude, and despite the spatial mismatch between the STBI and the other
indices, we see that there is a good temporal agreement which is also reflected in the Pearson correlation
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coefficient in Table 2. Droughts are by nature large scale events (as seen in Figure 4), thus a small spatial
mismatch between our indices should not alter our conclusions on the spatial patterns of the drought.

j) k) l)

a) b) c) d)

e) f) g) h)

i)

m) n) o) p)

q) r) s) t)

Figure 4. Drought indices, blue/red is above/below average precipitation, TbH or soil moisture.
Grey colour indicates regions without data. Columns from left to right are for May, June,
July and August. (a–d) Standardized microwave Brightness Temperature Index (STBI_SMOS).
(e–h) Standardized Soil moisture Index (SSI_LDAS). (i–l) Standardized Soil moisture Index ESA
CCI (SSI_ESA_CCI). (m–p) Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI-1). (q–t) Standardized Soil moisture
Index SMOS (SSI_SMOS).
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3.2.2. Drought Severity

Following the D-scale [3], an SSI below −1.3 is defined as a severe drought (D2 conditions).
In Figure 5 we have plotted the STBI_SMOS (a–d), SSI_LDAS (e–h), SSI_ESA_CCI (i–l) and SPI-1
(m–p) for D2 conditions for May, June, July and August in 2018. We have not included the SSI_SMOS
in Figure 5, because from Figure 4q–t we saw that the SMOS SM data were noisy and had large
spatial gaps. The difference between the one month land surface indices (STBI_SMOS, SSI_LDAS and
SSI_ESA_CCI) and the SPI-1 is most likely due to the lag time between the meteorological drought
(one month SPI) and the agricultural drought (one month SSI). The SPI-1 has a shorter memory than
the SSI, hence a dry SPI-1 in month i is often followed by a dry SSI in month i + 1, even though the
precipitation is back to normal conditions in month i + 1. Using the SSI_LDAS as a reference we
see that the STBI_SMOS is able to capture regions in severe drought where the SSI_ESA_CCI has
masked values from the retrieval. This can be seen in southern Norway (July) and northern and
central Sweden (July). Comparing Figure 5c,g,k we see that northern parts of Poland do not have
severe drought conditions for the SSI_LDAS, and this is captured by the STBI_SMOS but not by the
SSI_ESA_CCI. On the other hand, the spatial pattern of the SSI_ESA_CCI drought severity in June has
better agreement with the SSI_LDAS than the comparison of the STBI_SMOS versus the SSI_LDAS.
In August, the STBI_SMOS (Figure 2d)) is overestimating the regions experiencing severe drought
conditions in northern Norway and Sweden, when compared to the SSI_LDAS (Figure 5h)).

3.2.3. Drought Onset and Recovery

Accurate monitoring of drought onset and recovery could help farmers and decision makers
minimize the negative impacts of a drought. Here we evaluate the temporal evolution of the
STBI_SMOS index against the temporal evolution of the SSI_LDAS SSI_ESA_CCI and SPI-1 during
the 2018 summer drought. As a consequence of the drought several regions in the Nordic countries
experienced wildfires and agricultural losses [8,48], here we have chosen three sites to represent such
conditions. In Figure 6 we have selected grid-cells in the vicinity of (a) Jokkmokk municipality, Sweden,
(b) Tovaasen, Sweden and (c) Nes in Akershus municipality, Norway. These regions experienced large
wildfires and agricultural droughts during the summer 2018 heatwave [6–8,48]. The horizontal dotted
black line shows the D0 condition (moderate drought). The first thing to note is that in Figure 6a,b
there are no data for the SSI_ESA because these grid locations are flagged in the retrieval algorithm.
This limits the use of the SSI_ESA_CCI over regions in the Nordic countries for drought monitoring
and mapping. Hence a reason for choosing grid-cells where we have no SSI_ESA_CCI data is to show
that the STBI_SMOS can be used to monitor the drought in these regions.

The Jokkmokk municipality lies above the Arctic circle in northern Sweden and it experienced
large wildfires during the 2018 summer. In Figure 6a we see that the precipitation deficit (low SPI-1)
starting in May causes the STBI_SMOS (cyan) and SSI_LDAS (red) to fall below D0 conditions in June.
The close to normal SPI-1 conditions in June has little impact on the land surface indices (STBI_SMOS
and SSI_LDAS). Precipitation deficit in July and only close to normal SPI-1 conditions in August and
September, results in a slow recovery of the land surface indices for the Jokkmokk site.

Tovaasen lies in the Ljusdalen municipality, a region in Sweden which experienced large wildfires
in mid-July 2018. In Figure 6b we see that the SPI-1 (blue) is close to normal for February, March and
April. In May and June the precipitation deficit leads to a decrease in the STBI_SMOS (cyan) and
SSI_LDAS (red). In August the SPI-1 is close to normal conditions, but this is not enough for the
STBI_SMOS and SSI_LDAS to recover. In September the STBI_SMOS and the SSI_LDAS diverges,
with the STBI_SMOS showing drought recovery while the SSI_LDAS more closely follows the SPI-1
and shows drought conditions.

Much of the agriculture in Norway lies in the south-eastern parts of the country and here we
choose a grid-cell which covers Nes in Akershus municipality. In Figure 6c we see that low SPI-1
conditions in the February and March likely caused abnormally dry (warm) conditions in April for
the STBI_SMOS (cyan) and SSI_ESA_CCI (magenta). The continued precipitation deficit in May,
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June and July was propagated into the land seen by the low STBI_SMOS, SSI_LDAS and SSI_ESA_CCI.
Here the three land surface drough indices follow each other closely during the dry spell in May, June,
July and August.

a) b) c) d)

e) f) g) h)

j) k) l)i)

m) n) o) p)

Figure 5. Regions with severe drought conditions, drought index < −1.3 for May, June, July and
August. Red regions are severe drought conditions, while yellow and white are regions with less severe
drought conditions. Grey colour indicates regions where the drought indices are larger than −1.3.
(a–d) STBI < −1.3. (e–h) SSI_LDAS < −1.3. (i–l) SSI_ESA_CCI < −1.3. (m–p) SPI-1 < −1.3.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 6. SPI-1 (blue), SSI_LDAS (red), STBI_SMOS (cyan) and SSI_ESA_CCI (magenta) time
series.Black dotted horizontal line indicate D0 drought conditions. (a) Jokkmokk municipality, Sweden,
(b) Tovaasen, Sweden, (c) Nes in Akershus municipality, Norway. Latitudes are given in degrees north
(N) and longitudes are given in degrees east (E).

The case study for the 2018 summer show that the STBI_SMOS has potential to supplement
information to drought monitoring over the Nordic region. In particular, we see that it was able to
monitor the drought in regions where data from the SM retrievals were missing. The STBI_SMOS did
however miss the transition to a wet anomaly for large regions in Norway in August 2018 (Figure 4d).

4. Conclusions

In this study, we outlined a new approach for directly applying passive microwave brightness
temperature to monitor and map drought over the Nordic countries. We propose a standardized index
(STBI) based on passive microwave brightness temperature data. The rationale behind this choice
is that the TbH convolves information about soil moisture, soil temperature and vegetation water
content, which are all important factors in drought and flood monitoring. The brightness temperature
also provides a better spatial and temporal coverage than the retrieved soil moisture, because we
avoid the retrieval problem, which is problematic over northern latitudes owing to dense vegetation,
strong topography, high water fraction and snow cover. The brightness temperature is also available
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earlier than than the retrieved soil moisture, which will benefit the drought monitoring capabilities of
the index.

We found that the STBI_SMOS metric was able to capture the spatial patterns of the 2018 Nordic
drought, especially for the very dry conditions seen in July 2018, when comparing it to the SSI from
LDAS-Monde. As seen for two test sites in Sweden and one in Norway, the STBI_SMOS drought onset
and end were in line with the SSI_LDAS and SPI-1. The STBI_SMOS was also characterized by a one
month lag compared to the SPI-1 (as often seen in land surface drought metrics [19]), indicating that it
contained information about soil/vegetation moisture, and not only about land surface temperature.
One criticism of the index is that it did not capture the drought end/recovery seen in August 2018 for
our case study. This is likely linked to the fact that when the vegetation recovers from drought the
VWC increases resulting in an increase of Tb [18]. We therefore stress that the index should be used as
a supplement to other monitoring tools, and not as a replacement.

The results from this work show that passive microwave observations (in the L-band) could be
implemented in a Nordic drought monitoring system. We expect that the STBI could be a supplement
to modelling tools, and that downscaling of the index would enhance its applicability for drought
monitoring at decision making scales. In the future it would be possible to calculate the STBI for
observations from more recently launched L-band satellites, such as the SMAP NASA mission [24].
The performance of passive microwave observations in the C-band should also be investigated for
drought monitoring over northern latitudes because the temporal span of these missions are longer
than the L-band missions, and hence a more reliable estimate of the (TbH) climatology can be computed.
The method could also be expanded to other regions of the world, where retrieval of soil moisture
is difficult. In addition, to fully investigate the advantages of the STBI future work should consider
computing the STBI over regions where we know that the SM retrieval is better understood. This study
was also the first attempt to monitor agricultural drought over the Nordic region from space and
compare the skill of a space based drought index with that of a state-of-the-art land surface data
assimilation system (LDAS-Monde). We expect that future development of the STBI_SMOS metric
could benefit farmers, decision makers and others depending on information concerning agricultural
drought over the Nordic countries.
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